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Editorial/Opinion
—:-------- ------ Mustang Daily---------------
1979-80
As one o f the individual prerequisites o f college life, the press 
should figure heavily in your day-to-day cam pus activities. To 
know what has happened, even m ore im portant to understand 
why, centerfolds your responsibility as an adult.
But unfortunately , students often know too  little about the 
press and how it may serve them . Relationships between the press 
and public, especially a student com m unity, provides a scope o f 
cam pus and com m unity activity. W hether it regards the passing o f 
a new ordinance banning student parking in certain sections o f the 
city or the university president’s decree prohibiting refrigerators 
in the dorm s, students are affected and have a right to  know.
The relationship  only begins there. The Mustang Daily, like any 
new spaper, needs input from  the readers. Letters to the editor 
serve in this capacity. The letters also serve to  correct in­
form ation . W hile we will always strive tow ard the accurate and 
unbiased reporting, we may at times fall short. T here’s no excuse, 
but it is your duty to  correct us when you think we may have 
errored.
Letters serve ano ther purpose—providing adversity to  the 
p aper’s editorials. If you do not agree with a Mustang Daily 
editorial or opinion piece, tell us.
We reserve the right to edit letters for length, libel and style. 
Letters should be subm itted to the Mustang Daily office in 
G raphic Arts room  226 or by mail to E ditor, Mustang Daily, G rC  
226, Cal Poly, San Luis O bispo, CA 93407. All letters m ust bear 
the nam e, signature and stuudent I D. num ber o f the writer. “ And to think m ost schools use com p u te rs ...”
There are a few other things to look for during 1979-1980. 
Am ong them are:
—an outdoors section to  be published every Thursday . The page 
will cover everything from  the best fishing spots to  updates on the 
status o f rare and endangered species living on the central coast.
—an agriculture section will appear once a m onth. Besides 
reporting on the production o f Cal Poly crops, general agriculture 
news will be covered.
—entertainm ent features will run every Friday. A m ong them  will 
be album  and concert reviews and tips to weekend nightlife.
—a consum er section will be published bim onthly. These pages 
will contain inform ation  ranging from  the best prices o f popular 
items to  econom ic reports.
All these sections, along with daily sports pages, will provide a 
closer look at the cam pus and com m unity.
O ur prim ary goal, as cam pus new spaper, is to  report the ac­
tivities, events and news o f  Cal Poly. In add ition , one page daily 
will be devoted to  state, national and in ternational news which is 
sent to  the Mustang Daily from  the Associated Press. Readers 
should know this news and often the Mustang Daily is the only 
access for some college students.
Non profit organizations may have notices concerning up­
com ing events and dates expressed in our Newscope section.- It 
will run in the newspaper twice each week and form s are available 
in the Mustang Daily newsroom . Please subm it in form ation  at 
least tw o days prior to  the desired day o f publication.
The editorial page—appearing on page two every day—will try 
to  provide the cam pus with a wide range o f opinion. Unsigned 
editorials express the views o f the Mustang Daily Editorial Board. 
All m aterial herein is a joint effort o f the editors and editorial 
assistants.
Second thoughts
Congratulations. You finally made it to 
college. You passed the myriad of tests and 
obstacles standing between you and ac­
ceptance and now you’re a full-fledged 
member of the college community. I hope 
you enjoyed the challenge, because it’s 
probably the last one you’re going to have 
for the next four years.
I’ll get right to the point. The quality of 
teaching here at Cal Poly is hurting, you 
won’t hear that from any administrators or 
instructors. They are here to criticize 
students, not themselves. Just as long as 
enrollment is up, nothing can be wrong.
But take it from somebody who should 
know—a graduating student
Do not expect to see any of the teaching 
methods you’ve seen on "Paper Chase.”
There are no John Housemans standing at 
the front of the room directing scintillating 
discussion, dissecting and analyzing 
Students' minds with probing questions.
Some examples of the worst instruction 1 
have received at Poly (no names will be 
mentioned so as not to cause further 
embarassment to the instructors):
— When this instructor could not make it 
to class because of more important outside 
business (which happened almost once a 
week), he would record his lecture and have 
one of his colleagues turn the recorder on 
at 10 past the hour.
—One instructor was so dull that only 25 
percent of his students ever showed up to 
class. The only reason I attended was 
because of possible pop quizzes. You know 
an instructor is hurting when he has to 
resort to pop quizzes to insure that
somebody would show up.
—Another instructor loved to belittle her 
class. Whenever a student asked a 
question, she would make that student feel 
like a fool for asking it. People wonder 
why some students never speak in class.
Once she accused the whole class of 
being racist. No, not accused. We were 
racists. When somebody tried to challenge 
her, the instructor resorted to her oft-used 
tact of "destroy the opposition." Few 
challenged her after that.
Scott Craven w as the 1979-80 Muatang 
Daily Co-editor and recently graduated 
with a Journalism  degree.
—I once had an English teacher who, 
when grading essays, would mark papers 
with symbols and notation instead of 
comments. All students were to buy a 
Harbrace College Handbook. All those 
"I2d” s and ‘* 13f” s on your essay referred 
you back to a Handbook section to see 
where you screwed up. I found this a very 
cheap way of grading, not to mention the 
total lack of individualism involved here.
There are some damn fine teachers here. 
You just have to find them, and the search 
isn’t easy. The bad ones aren’t going away. 
There is little that can be done because you 
have to go through the administration or 
the ASl bureaucracy for any changes. The 
fruitlessness of this effort is time-tested.
Remember one thing. Most instructors 
don’t give a damn about your education. 
Just try to find the ones that do.
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Poly’s admissions policy closes doors for many
Jeff S., 19, is the son of a commercial 
ranch owner and a 1978 high school 
graduate. For the last 14 years, Jeff has 
spent his days going to school and coming 
home to work as a supervisor on the 
family’s almond ranch in Northern 
California. When his parents go on 
vacation each winter, he is left in charge of 
the family’s ranch, which does about $6 
million business in a good year.
Unfortunately, since much of Jeffs time 
has been spent working on the almond 
ranch, his high school grade; suffered. His 
grade point average was 2.8 when he 
graduated from high school, and was 
rejected when he applied to Cal Poly last 
year. The university was sorry, but the slots 
for new students had all been filled with 
those with higher grade point averages.
Andrea J., 20, grew up in a high-rise 
apartment building in Orange County. Her 
folks work for an advertising agency in Los 
Angeles and her family is “ well-off.” Since 
she did not work in high school, her grades 
were very good—she graduated with a 3.8 
average. She wanted to go to college, had a 
friend that went to Cal Poly and applied to 
the Animal Science program because she 
liked biology and her uncle in the Midwest 
had a farm. She was accepted as an Animal 
Science major in Fall 1978. Two months 
later she changed her major to Graphic 
Communications, because she decided she 
no longer liked agriculture enough to 
major in it.
There is a strange twist of irony woven
between these two stories. On one hand, 
there is Jeff—already an experienced 
fanner and an intensely interested student 
of agriculture. On the other, there is 
Andrea—caught in the revolving door of 
indecision and not sure what her goals are. 
Andrea made higher grades than Jeff in 
high school, and grades alone were enough 
to get her admitted.
But the real tragedy behind this ironic 
situation is that it could have been avoided. 
The present method of determining ad­
mission to Cal Poly has caused a large 
number of inconsistencies.
Tony Tranfa it a senior Journalism 
major and 1979-80 Mustang Dally 
Co-editor.
Administrators know nothing about the 
experience and personal backgrounds of 
the students they admit to the university, 
and in more than one case, someone who 
should have gotten in did not.
Since this campus is literally jammed to 
the doors with students, administrators 
have been forced to scrape the cream off 
the top of (hose who apply each year. 
When the university, which used to employ 
a selection system where qualifying 
students were admitted on a random basis, 
began growing more popular, it was forced 
to change its ways.
The random system came undcf sharp 
criticism when folks with 2.8S‘diffw|bUing
X
M y mom just wasn’t ready to send me off to college.... 
she still packed me clothes I’ll grow into.
570 H iguera
Open 7 dmy* m n-erk
into the university before those with 3.8s. 
This was a crime and a damn shame, critics 
(mostly angry parents) said, and those with 
higher grades should be let in above all 
other.
These parents may have a right to 
criticize, but their logic that the best 
students are the ones with the best grades is 
shaky at best, and definitely not a policy a 
university would want to base admissions 
on.
And these critics were finally silenced 
when the system was changed from random 
selection to the higher grades system.
The real truth is that the system was not 
remedied at all—if anything its faults have 
been allowed to proliferate, and few people 
are taking the initiative to fix the problems.
Simply, a new admissions policy must be 
instituted which would take into con­
sideration both academic prowess and 
previous experiences and backgrounds of 
those who apply. Since practical education 
plays a large role on this campus, this new 
policy would clearly coincide better with 
its philosophies.
The-change that must be made to fix this 
admissions contraption is this: the
academic departments must begin holding 
interviews with applicants before they are 
admitted and must have the major voice in 
determining-whe^cr they will be let in.
—Interviews would allow department 
personnel to meet students and learn 
something of their interests and 
backgrounds. The departments could also 
gauge and alter their programs to meet the 
changing attitudes and needs of these new 
students.
—Interviews would allow the depart­
ment to select the best of all applicants.
—Interviews would give applicants the 
chance to meet the department before they 
finally made up their minds to attend Poly.
—interviews would also serve to
dissuade students who are caught in in­
decision—like Andrea—from joining 
departments where she really had no in­
terests. Department officials would be able 
to detect real potential^ skill and deter­
mination.
Having these interviews with prospective 
students is a good idea, especially since it 
would take relatively little extra work on 
the part of the officials who must run 
them. The admissions staff that now works 
in an office in the administration building 
could be disbanded and reassigned to 
individual departments where they could 
coordinate admissions schedules and 
necessary paperwork. A handful of ad­
mission workers could remain in the ad­
ministration building helping to coordinate 
the entire university’s policies.
High grades in high school would still be 
important in determining whether a student 
should be allowed to enroll in the 
university. But there are other issues to be 
considered, some of them just as im­
portant, and these issues are not being used 
in present methods. The ideal applicants 
would have some experience in their fields 
and have shown some academic potential 
in high school, either by grades or ac­
tivities. ’  ~ i
The time to better our admissions system 
is now. Director of Admission Jerald 
Holley and University President Warren 
Baker should begin working on a new 
system, maybe not this one but something 
that allows the policies of the university to 
help in the carrying out of its educational 
goals. Experience and practical 
backgrounds must be used in determining 
admittance. We know how subjective and 
inconsistent grading at the high school level 
can be. Experience and actual field training 
can never be subjective; either you’ve got it 
or you do not. Those who do should no 
longer be held back for it. Work should 
begin today.
m ^ r r y o u
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W A R R E N  A N D  C A R L Y  B A K E R
w ill s e e k
BY JAY ALL1NG
Dally Co adltoi
President Warren J. 
Baker, still worn out from a 
racquetball gamesat down in 
his office to discuss Cal 
Poly’s future.
“ A lot of people play 
racquetball around here so 
I’m going to have to change 
my game,” said Baker, who 
usually runs three miles a day 
or plays handball.
Baker’s casual plaid attire 
complimented his soft- 
spoken manner as he en­
visioned the next ten years 
for Cal Poly. The university, 
he said, needs to explore new 
if it is to remain a 
polytechnic facility.
In the wake of Proposition 
13 cutbacks, the California 
State University and Colleges
System has lost $20 million in 
funds. Budget cuts have been 
mandated by Gov. Brown.
Baker said change, both 
his and of Cal Poly’s will be 
needed during the coming 
fiscally-tight decade. Baker 
said he must adjust to a new 
setting—new people and 
environment. But he added 
there are many things here in 
common with the University 
of Detroit, where he came 
from in early August.
For example, as vice 
president of academic affairs 
at the university of Detroit, 
Baker said ' he helped 
establish research grants 
from companies such as Dow 
Chemical and ' Burroughs 
Corporation. '
(continued on page 5) W A R R E N  J ,  B A K E R
r*’“sr~M
W o u l d  y o u  l i k e  t o :
□  Raise your g rad e  average w ithout long hours „
over tex ts?1 ~ ;
□  End a ll-n ight cram m ing sessions.
□  Breeze through  all your studying in as little  as 
1/3 the  tim e.
□  Have more free tim e to enjoy yourself.
□  Read 3 to 10 tim es faster, w ith b e tte r con­
centration, understanding, and recall.
Evelyn Wood’s new RD2 reading  system  m akes it 
all possible.
Evelyn Wood w orks — over 1 m illion people, 
including students, executives, senators, and even 
presidents have proven it. A free 1 hour dem on­
stra tion  will show you how to save hundreds of 
hours of drudgery  th is  year (as well as how to 
increase your speed im m ediately w ith some sim ple 
new read ing  techniques).
It only takes an  hour, and it’s free. Don’t  miss it.
ErelvnWpodftfifrg
will open your eyes.
Next Week only— Monday through Saturday
Monday at 2:00, 5:30 or 8:00 PM Thursday at 2:00, 5:30 or 8:00 PM
Tuesday at 5:30 or 8:00 PM only Friday at 2:00 or 5:30 PM only
Wednesday at 2:00, 5:30 or 8:00 PM Saturday at 12:00 or 2:30 PM only
W ' — —  ' '  . *’ «  •
. Location: Motel Inn 
2223 Monterey^gt.
Remember These Dates!
ISewscope
Tutor help
The ASl Tutuorial Center 
is looking for students in­
terested in becoming paid 
tutors for the 1979-1980 
academic year. Tutors are 
needed for math, physics, 
mechanical engineering, 
chemistry, accounting and 
.statistics. Applications are 
available in the Learning 
Assistance Center, Library 
208A or call ASl Tutorial 
C o o r d in a to r  M ich e le  
DeRosa-Kliegl at 546-1256.
Speaker
Dr. Yosef A.A. ben- 
Jochannan, expert in religion 
and history of Africa, will 
speak at Cal Poly Theatre on 
Wednesday, Sept. 26. Yosef 
teaches at Cornell University 
and has written over twenty 
books based on his research. 
The speech, which begins at 
7:30 p.m., centers on African 
origins in the Western world. 
Admission is free.
Aqua open
Cucsta College is offering 
an Aquakinetics class 
beginning Monday, Oct. I. 
The class, which will meet on 
Mondays and Fridays at 9:00 
a.m. and costs S20. For more 
information call Cuesta 
College at 544-2943.
City logo
A $400 prize is offered to 
the winner of the Atascadero 
City Emblem Contest. The 
contest, sponsored by 
Atascadero Merchants, was 
initiated in honor of the 
newly incorporated city, For 
further information contact 
Mike Lucas at 466-5533.
Auditions
Auditions are being held 
for fall quarter by the 
University Singers and 
Chamber Singers. Anyone 
interested in auditioning or 
receiving more information 
should contact John Russell 
at 546-2353 or 546-2607.
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Pres. Baker says Poly must seek additional funds
(continued from paga 4)
Baker said one of his main 
goals at Cal Poly is to locate 
funds other than state and 
federal subsidies to the 
university. He said this will 
include contacting private 
companies to provide grants.
Baker said his experience 
af reorganizing curriculum 
while vice president will bf, 
utilized here to ensure all 
„ students graduate with a 
w id e  e d u c a t io n a l
background. Even though 
this is a technical school, he 
said* students should have a 
rounded education so they '
can solve society’s problems.
To that end, Baker 
proposes to have a con­
tinuing process of course 
evaluation. This would 
ensure the curriculum and all 
majors serve a student's need 
for the job market.
/• I t ’s important for a 
periodic assessment of 
programs,”  Baker said in a 
slight New England accent. 
" I think there should be 
some counseling help.”
The president said he 
hopes counseling, besides 
advisors, would provide 
students with an up-to-date
job outlook and provide 
emphasis for helpful courses.
Adapting to new situations 
is one thing University of 
Detroit colleague Father 
Norman Mckendrick said 
Baker will have little trouble 
doing. The priest, who is an 
arts professor, said Baker’s , 
easy-going friendly attitude 
makes the engineer. “ in­
stantly popular.”
"His absolute integrity 
stands out in my mind,” said 
McKendrick, who tem­
porarily holds Baker’s 
former job. “ He was a 
superstar as an engineer and
scientist but he is also a very 
broadly educated- man 
concerned about education.”
Part o f 'th e  president’s - 
background includes a 
Master’s degree in civil 
eng ineering  from  the 
University of Notre Dame iq 
1962. He received a doc­
torate in the same subject at 
the University of New 
Mexico in 1966. Baker has 
done research at th e ' 
Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology and University 
of Detroit. He attended the 
Harv&rd Graduate School of 
Business/Education during 
1978.
McKendrick said he and 
Baker worked together on 
the academic senate and 
cuurriculum re-organization 
committees.
Baker is an avid sports 
fan, said Mckendrick, and
his favorite football team is 
Notre Dame. McKendrick 
also said Baker frequency 
golfs. r__ --
“ He’s Mn awfully good 
golfer, except for a hook that 
gets away from him a little
bit.”.
. Besides sports. Baker 
enjoys social events such as 
theatre and parties, said 
McKendrick. The priest said 
Baker would sometimes have 
get-togethers for his students 
and was highly respected by 
them because he shared their 
problems.
“ I don’t want to sound 
like he walks on water, but he 
is superior,”  - concluded 
McKendrick.
Baker said he wants to 
share the problems of Cal 
Poly students also. One of 
the oft-mentfoned pet peeves
of the student body Is the 
illegal status of alcohol on 
campus. Though Baker said 
he has yet to decide if alcohol 
should be allowed, he said he 
is giving the matter close 
scrutiny.
The University of Detroit 
had a campus tavern while 
Baker was the academic 
affairs dean there and he said 
no problems were ever en­
countered! He said the 
situation was much different 
than Cal Poly because the 
student population at Detroit 
had a higher average age and 
most students commuted.
But Baker said he enjoys 
having some beer or wine on 
occasion. “ I’m Irish ,”  
explained the president, 
displaying his characteristic 
broad smile.
Pizza— 5 sizes
Luncheon Special, :: 
Changes daily 
Soup, Salad,
-  V
Sandwiches,
Reunions, Parties, Meetings? __
Try our new banquet facilities. t '= ^ 5 | -yTI"~ 
Call for reservations please. 179 N Ro<a
fH R EE GUYS FOREIGN AUTOMOTIVE
. . .1 • *■' ■ ~ *• 1
Welcpmes you and your import car
to beautiful San Luis Obispo
' '• /• . ‘
’ - " . •'•* ' ■ ’ " „ / . v ’ i •
CENTRAL COAST HEADQUARTERS FOR 
PROFESSIONAL IMPORT SERVICE.
304 HIGUERA STREET 543-6474 '
— - i :  • -  , '
Best Prices in Town . . .  Call Us!
NEW POLY PRESIDENT— Curriculum here will be utilized to ensure all 
students graduate with a wide educational backround.
Jim Manley
C O N C E R T
7:00 pm. Sunday Sept. 23 — United Methodist Church
1515 Fredericks Street,(near cam pus) —  Free Admission
, 1 • .*  — * 7  , - . • / : ■ ;7" . -
W e s le y  F o u n d a tio n
United Methodist Campus Ministry of San Luis Obispo
Weekly Sunday Program: Dinner at 6:00 .75 cents— Program at 7:00 
For m ore Information call 543-7580 or 541-3636
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BY KATHEE LEDBETTER
MOPED TH E F TS — Police report that moped 
thefts are on the rise in San Luis Obispo 
because they are frequently left unlocked and
M yM a lfW M K  , ,
Craig Baumann spent the last two of 1979 spring
quarter skateboarding to school, not because he is an 
enthusiastic skateboarder, but because be was one of the 
many students who became victims- of moped theft this 
year.
Baumann said his moped was stolen in May, leaving him 
- only a skateboard for transportation to class. He said the 
moped was gone within a half hour after he had left it 
chain locked to a pole.
“ Thieves probably used lock cutters,” said the 18 year 
old chemistry major. “ They are easy to get.”
' According to Wayne Carmack, Public Safety In­
vestigator for the Campus Police Department, the theft of 
vehicles that are locked and chained has not been an 
unusual occurrence this year. He said many of the moped 
thefts reported by students to the campuspolicedcpartmcnt 
this year have included vehicles that were locked and taken 
from the inner perimeter of the campus during daytime 
hours.
Traffic Officer Bruce LaHargouc of the San Luis Obispo 
Police Department said unlocked vehicles, as well as those 
well secured, have been reported stolen this y<ar.
“ We’ve had cases where the person will just leave the 
vehicle for a few seconds, come back, and someone has 
taken off with it that quickly. Thefts have also occurred 
where the moped was locked and cabled to a fence,” he 
said.
LaHargouc said the problem appears to be on the in­
crease, judging by figures for thefts last year compared to
this year. He said the amount of mopeds stolen in the area 
can Jpe related to the student population. A large con­
centration o f thefts occur around student complexes such 
as Mustang Village and Stenaer Glen where may mopeds 
are congregated.
“ The relation between the drop in amount of thefts and 
the drop in student population since June could be looked 
at in two ways,”  he said. “ It could mean that the peopl? 
who ride mopeds are mostly students and thus there are not 
as many mopeds in the area to be stolen now, or it could 
mean that the person stealing them was a Poly student. But 
no Poly students have been found to be involved in such 
thefts.”
LaHargouc said that while he expects a decline in theft 
through the summer, the problem will probably escalate in 
the fall because of the increase in students and mopeds.
Out of 11 vehicles, stolen between February and June 
1979, LaHargoue said six have been recovered. He added 
_ that three of these recoveries involved arrests of the 
persons responsible for the crimes—all of which were 
juveniles.
one for mopeds, as they are hard to identify.
“ Mopeds all tend to look alike,” he explained. “ Unlike 
a car, there are no visible license plates. There is generally 
good recovery rate for automobiles and motorcycles, but 
not for mopeds.”
LaHargoue said in one case, a person was caught riding 
around on a vehicle that he had stolen from the same area 
two months earlier. He said most mopeds are recovered in 
response to a call from someone saying one has been lying 
around for a long time and they think it might bestolen
Carmack said that out of five mopeds reported stolen to 
the campus police department this fiscal year, two were 
recovered. One of the two was recovered when it came to 
the department’s attention that a man had been inquiring 
at a store about repainting a moped which turned out to be 
one which had been reported stolen.
Lt. Leroy Whitmer of the Campus Police Department 
said that mopeds are light, easy to steal and hard to trace. 
He said they are stolen to be sold, or sometimes stolen for 
the thief’s own use.
“ I’m surprised that anyone recovers a moped,” he 
added. Whitmer said students who live on campus should 
register their moped with the campus police department.
LaHargouc said mopeds have to be licensed if the owner 
lives within the city. Moped owners should register them 
with the City Licensing Office (as is the case with bicycles) 
for greater ease in identifying and returning stolen 
property.
LaHargoue said mopeds should be locked with a good 
case hardened lock and chain and kept either inside a 
locked garage or in a well lit area. Further precautions be
mentioned included keeping an eye out for suspicious 
activities near ones' home.
NAVY OFFICER.
YOU GET RESPONSIBILITY THE 
YOU G ETTH E STRIPES.
A lot of big corporations offer you a big 
title. But how many offer a young college 
graduate a really important job? .
As a Navy Officer, you don’t have 
to wait to do a job that counts. We give 
you one as soon as you’ve earned your 
commission. A job with responsibility for 
the lives of others, and for millions of dollars 
of complex equipment. A job that requires 
skill and leadership. A job that Navy Officers 
have been doing proudly for 200 years.
If that’s the kind of job you’re looking 
for, speak to a Navy recruiter. You’ll find 
that Navy Officers have unequalled 
opportunities in fields like Nuclear Power, 
Aviation, and Engineering.
Or call toll free 800-841-8000. (In Georgia,
toll free800-342-5855.) Early responsibility. 
It’s what being a Navy Officer is all about.
^  NAVY OPPORTUNITY bjj.  ~\
INFORMATION CENTER |
P.O. Box 2000, Pelham Manor, N Y. 10803 |
□ Send me information on Career Opportunities I 
in the Navy (0G).
□  Call me at_
(Area Cod*)
NAME.
(PUaaa Print)
ADDRESS.
CITY .STA TE. .ZIP.
DATE OF: 
tUniveraity.
C N
fib*' I Collate Graduation
.♦GPA_________
NAVY OFFICERS GET RESPONSIBILITY FAST
9S0 Motto St. San Lula Obiapo 
"■ 543-7229
Hearty Homemade Soups 
& Desserts
Sandwiches Exquisitely Prepared 
I Before Your Very Eyes 
Garden Fresh Salad Bar 
Soft Spirts 
And
Beer and Wine
• ■ ,  »% _ “  r S^rt 1 —— ' ;  
Gourmet Dinners - different 
' items every night
Use your ASI Card for 10% 
off on purchases of $1.25 or 
more
Of special note - 
Entertainment during the 
dinner hours starting 
October 1
KCPMSKR
» * * » * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
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Prices vary on over-the-counter cold remedies
- BY DIANA BURNELL. ’
OaHy S uit WiHm  J~.........  -  -
Fall quarter is here, and with ft come the colds, sniffles 
and other various symptoms that make you feel miserable,
'  Nursing yourself back to health will take more than 
mom’s chicken soup. Assorted remedies available in 
almost any phhrmacy or grocery store in town are 
definitely in order to combat the common cold.
While you are sick you may not care what the price of 
getting well is, but the following is a comparison of the 
prices being charged in San Luis Obispo for the ‘cures’ to 
your aches and pains. _ .
Aspirin, often a first choice to ease fever or headache, 
varies in price from SI.17 at Lucky’s to $1.92 at Economy
I ■. ■ ' '  ' ■
Drug for a bottle of 100 Bayer aspirin.
There's also the choice of going 40 the house brand of 
aspirin, usually cheaper than th£ better known brands. If 
you take this chqice, 47c per 100 at Williams Brothers to 
97C for the same amount at Lucky’s.
Aspirin substitutes also have a wide price variance. A 
100-tablet bottle of ranges from SI.33 at Thrifty to S3.79 
at Safeway.
Allergies are also common on the Central Coast at the 
end of summer, and allergy remedies abound. A typical 
one, Allerest, costs anywhere from $2.69 at Lucky’s to 
S3.75 at Hurley’s Pharmancy. and Economy Drug and 
Carpenter!s"Rexall.
Another remedy for sniffles is Contac, available from
SI.33 for 10 pills at both Lucky’s and Williams Brothers to . 
S2.29 at Hurley’s Pharmacy.
Queasy stomachs maybe the problem. Alka-Seltzer’s 
price ranges from 99C for 25 at Thrifty, Lucky’s and 
Williams Brothers, to SI .50 at Hurley’s Pharmacy.
When your system may need an extra boost to stay 
awake and alert, NoDoz can be purchased for SI .47 for 36 
at Lucky’s and Williams Brothers to $ 1.93 at Hurley’** , 
And when you can’t get to sleep, there’s Sleep Eze at 
SI .3$ for 26 at Economy Drug to $2.88 at Hurley’s.
fkasically, lower prices are found at the supper-markets 
rather than the pharmacies, with Hurley's having the 
highest prices. Other stores checked ranged somewhere 
between the highs and lows quoted for each product. -
-. NoDoz 
15
Sleep- . 
eze
26
House
aspirin
100
Bayer
100
Tylenol
100
/ Alka 
Seltzer
25
Aller­
est
24
Contac
10
:
Afrin 
15 ml
_C|ulaDtlQB* --------—-- -------
fed
100
Th rifty  D ru g  
L u c k y ’s
• v ; • 2.34
1.99
.49 1.29
-"1
1.33_ .99
.99
1.59
/
I V •
1.49
1.33
4.99
• *.± ; J •- 1.17
l.Of 1 * ■
H u rle y ’s 1.16 2.88 .85 1.69“Y 2.49 1.50 2.09 2.29• 2.75
v 5.24
W m . B ro s. / .98 r"”\ ■ .47 1.29 1.99
i
.99 1.62 1.33 1.89 -
* * *•> 
S a fe w a y 1.19 .69 1.49 3.79 1.09 1.95 1.49 2.09 y~Jm
/ E c o n o m y 1.15 I *  -.. v'- / 4,
1.92 2.79 . -J'- 2.09
t /  /- * ... 
1.98 2.39 5.75
A D X ** 2.53 1.38 1.93 1.09 1.51 2.13 5.12
C a rp e n te rs
/
. , ^
2.49 .89 1.19 2.95 1.39 1.27 2.29 2.39 ' ' 5.75
■ * : T r ~ ~  ■ ■ -A---
DRUG C O STS— A survey of local pharmacies 
and grocery stores revealed a wide range of
prices for drugs including Alka Seltzer, aspirin 
and Sleep-Eze.
WATER8EOS
COM PLETE WATERBEjPS
STARTING A T  
$179
_ _ _ _ _  (while supplies last)
~ ~ ~ ~  .. INCLUDES
IN TH E CREAMERY
570 Higuera 
San Lula Obispo
FREE LOCAL 
DELIVERY
Radial Lap Seam Mattress 
Heater, Liner, Pedestal 
and Deck
541-1442
Stores also located In Atascadero and Paso Robles
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Summertime sees changes for San Luts Obispo
BY GREG CORNING
Daffy E tutorial AaalaUnt
"Summertime, and the livin' is easy. . . "
The lyrics from “ Porgy and Bess” accurately describe 
the summer in San Luis Obispo. The small-town at­
mosphere and relaxed attitude of SLO-town residents 
make it hard to imagine anyone getting excited about 
anything. i -
But there was a little excitement when 20,000 people 
converged on Camp San Luis Obispo for an anti-nuke rally 
June 30. Several well-known entertainers were there: 
Graham Nash, Bonnie Raitt, Jackson Browne, Jesse Colin 
Young. And Governor Edmund Brown showed up to 
declare his opposition • to the licensing of the Diablo 
Canyon power plant. (Turn to page 12, section III for  
more information about the rally.)
Protest activity on a smaller scale was stirred up in the 
first two weeks of July when Cal Poty support staff 
members prepared to strike. The issue was Brown’s veto of 
the retroactive pay raise item in the state budget. A strike 
was avoided when the Legislature voted to override
Brown’s decision.
Howell Petery Harris pleaded guilty in the murder of 
d r. Norman Alexander, Cal Poly head librarian. Harris 
was sentenced on July, 24 to a ?7-year prison term.
- Cal Poly and San Luis Obispo together began a new 
prgram to collect on parking tickets, particulary those that 
are overdue. ~he program involves suspending vehicle 
registration c cars owned by people with delinquent 
J  tickets.
The city councjt voted to establish a no-student-parking ' 
district on the south side of the Cal Poly campus. Only 
residents of the area who have purchased the correct decal 
from the city will be permitted to park on Grand Avenue, 
Fredericks Street, Bond Street, Hathway Avenue, 
Longview Lane and Slack Street.
U.S. Secretary of Agriculture Bob Bergland addressed a 
group of agricultural educators from Cal Poly and Mexico 
who had gathered for an education exchange program. 
Bergland praised the exchange and said more like it should 
beheld. .J  .
Dt. Warren Baker arrived to take his place as president
This quarter,
Many young  
they are going  
challenge.
men and women say 
to college for the
T
But it’s tough to test yourself and find 
out what you can do just by taking 
quizzes and finals.
Add Army ROTC to your program  
and you’ll automatically challenge 
both your physical and mental skills.
Unlike strictly- academic subjects, 
Army ROTC will teach you to think 
on your feet. To make important deci­
sions quickly. And it will help you to 
develop your confidence and stamina. 
One Quarter at a time.
In short, you can prepare yourself to  
handle the im possible, on campus or 
off.
For full details call:
Major Bill Lipke 
Military Science 
Department 
Library Building Room 
115, 116
Phone: 546-ARMY
ARMY ROTC.
LEARN WHAT IT TAKES TO LEAD.
.^CT ■ ' ' - ’~"*y ' 5 'v , T. X jl, .V...:   -.1   
- -  ■’ V -  ' . V  • .■ “ • - v'. ■ f i ' •' -  ' ' ■
.... 4RC-G-52
of Cal Poly. In a press conference soon after his arrival in 
mid-August, Baker said one of the major problems facing 
Cal Poly is to find sources of funds besides the state 
subsidies. He said he believes a summer quarter curriculum 
should be retained. Concerning alcohol on campus, Baker 
said he needs to learn more about the issue before taking a — 
position.
There were several other changes "in-Cal Poly staff and 
faculty. Dr: Kenneth Barclay arrived from the State 
. University of New York to begin work as the director of 
Activities Planning Center. Dr. Raymond Yeh of the 
University of Oklahoma was chosen to be dean of the 
'  School of Architecture effective January 3. Dr. Robert 
Hoover, who has been on the faculty at Cal Poly since 
1970, was named head of the Social Sciences Division.
More history on county 
added to campus library
Additional information-on 
the history and development 
of San Luis Obispo County 
has recently been added to 
“ the Cal Poly Library 
collection.
The m aterials—dating 
back to the 1870’s—include 
b o o k s , p a m p h le ts ,  
documents, original letters 
and maps. The collection will 
be housed in the special 
collections and archives 
department.
The section was obtained 
from the collection of 
William P. Wreden of Palo 
Alto, a book dealer and 
longtime ranch owner on the.
Carissa Plains in Eastern San 
Luis Obispo County.
Among the materials are 
some of the earliest sub­
division maps of San Luis 
Obispo, Nipomo, Pismo 
Beach and Grover City, said 
Robert Blesse, the depart­
mental librarian. There is a 
large amount of early printed 
material in the collection, 
including items dealing "With 
the fo u n d in g  o f fhe. 
Atascadero Colony and 
tourist attractions of the 
county.
A pear-perfect edition of 
Myron Angel’s book on the 
(continual on pago 9)
Q q d e r y ^ ,  s S ta f to M c r o
Your Nearest Off Campus 
Stationery Store
Greeting Cards For Every Occasion 
"Home of Snoopy and Gang”
School Supplies Candy Posters 
Games
Gifts Stationery 
Wedding Announcements
894 Foothill Blvd University Square 
Shopping Center 
544-3303
.‘JT
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LIBRARY ADD ITIO N — Betty Schum and Scott Lewis study an 1887 map of 
Pismo Beach which is among the history collection recently acquired by 
theCal Poly library. j
Additional county history acquired by library
(continued from page 8)
history of San Luis Obispo 
County published in the
1880’s is also in the
collection.
The new collection has 
been at the library for just 
over a month and will be 
treated with "the most 
modern archival preservation 
techniques available.” said 
Robert Blesse, director of 
special collections. Blesse is
specially trained in the 
preservation and con* 
s e r v a t io n  o f  b o o k s , 
documents and photos.
Blesse said the collection 
will be available to afl 
students, faculty and San 
Luis Obispo residents who 
would like td do research on 
the area's past.
"Basically we hope the 
collection will become the 
basis of a San Luis Obispo
regional history collection,” 
he said.
Blesse said he thinks the 
collection will be beneficial 
to many students, but of 
special interest to history 
majors.
"The maps of the towns 
during the 1880’s are of 
inestimable value in locating 
place names which have long 
since gone out of u se/' he 
said. '  7- ,
PRESENTS
JIM MESSINA
IN CONCERT
Sunday, Sept. 23rd
Tw o  Shows —  8:30 and 11:00
$5.00 in advance $7.00 at the door 
Advance tickets available at 
Boo Boo Records and Cheap Thrills
Happy Hour 9-10 
Thurs.-Fri.-Sat 'V _ . | ■ , "" ~T, nrl i '      -
Midnight Special-Thurs. Nite
Off Broad Street on Industrial W ay 
... ' ___________ 541-0960____________
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Lindvall new associate 
dean of business school
New associate dean for the 
School of Business, John 
Lindvall, said one of his 
goals is to work with the staff 
to give Cal Poly the best 
business school in the state 
system.
Lindvall has ' taught 
finance courses at Poly since 
fall of 1973, and accepted the 
new position on August 31. 
The new administrator will 
direct the school’s master’s 
program.
His job entaits talking to 
student groups apd in­
dividuals who are interested 
in Cal Poly’s Master of 
Business Administration 
degree. Lindvall said he has 
already had several requests 
from students who want to 
be admitted.
“ In a period when no one 
is on campus (summer 
quarter break), 1 must have 
had 10 people at least come 
in to my office and talk to me 
about getting into the MBA
program,” Lindvall said.
The existing ‘staff is 
already doing a good job, 
Lindvall said,.but there are 
“ a great number of things to 
be done and evaluated.” ' 
The new associate dean said 
he does r.c* yet know enough 
to be specific about what he 
will do, but increasing the 
number of qualified ap­
plicants allowed into the 
master’s program will be. a 
top priority. He also said he 
will try to , market the 
program more effectively to 
get more applicants. __ *
T aking  on ah  ad ­
ministrative position will be a 
change for Lindvall, but one 
offering the best of both 
worlds—he will be able to 
teach as well as doing ad­
ministrative work. Lindvall 
will teach one four unit 
course this fall, leaving 
enough time to '“ find out” if 
administrative work is right 
for him. *
'  Stepping down from the 
position of associate dean is 
Economics Professor Faud 
Tellew. Tellew tried out the 
position for several months,' 
then decided he wanted to get 
back into teaching. He added 
he feels nothing negative 
toward the department.
Tellew said he feels 
Lindvall is a good choice and 
will handle his new job 
without difficulty.
Hazel Jones, vice president 
o f  academ ic a f fa irs , 
recommended Lindvall for 
the job. She said he has the 
right credentials and can 
learn the administrative skills 
to handle the job.
Lindvall said he thinks Cal 
’Poly has a good business 
department, with resources 
to make it even better. Good 
f a c u l ty ,  a r ig o ro u s  
curriculum gnd quality 
students are .factors, that go
(continued on pa go 13)
DR. JOH N LINDVALL
San Luis County" $
Hours: Sun-Thurs 11am to 10pm 
Fri-Sat l l  am to 11pm V"
Located in the Old Dairy Queen 
Across From Tropicana at 
12 BROAD ST SLO
Every Tuesday starting at 7 ~
PM. Well drinks only. Price 
goes up 10* every 15 minutes 
til 9 PM.
It’s Tipsy Tuesday
Every Wednesday—  
“Hypnotist”, Dr. James Downs
t/v» Music • Dancing 
• Disco • 6 Nitos a
SOUTH!
401 Shell Beach Road • Pismo Beach. CA • 93449
Phone 773-5667
^___ Watch for Grand Opening Soon
U n co m m o n  challenges aw ait 
you at A m d a h l...
Located in the San Francisco Bay 
Aisa. canter ol the world s advanced 
electronic technology. This is where 
innovative concepts in computer 
design and architecture originated 
Because we are growing in a 
competitive environment, and because 
we ere also designing systems for the 
computer industry's future, we need 
competent and creative people . .  
like you.
Amdahl offers an exceptional 
' environment for 
personal growth 
and professional 
| accomplishment Af 
Amdahl you will find 
\ an atmosphere that 
is challenging and 
I rewarding
Amilrihl & >'|.H J |> ,m  P o  B it. 4 /0 .  I? S 0  f  VS1 Ai ((U*4 A v rn u r Stinuyv,li> C jli to .n i ,  94086
On-Campus Interviews October 9 An Equal Opportunity Employ,! m/f.
Teaching positions cut
BY PAULA KREGEL
Deity Staff Witter |
Cal Poly will have to take a cut in teaching positions and 
campus monies that will hurt Jhe university instructional 
program, according to Jim Landreth, director of business 
affairs for Cal Polv. ' . , -------
The cuts are due to slashes Governor Brown made in the 
recently approved 1979-80 budget for the California State 
University and Colleges system, said Landreth. The 
governor first recommended almost S21 million less than 
the budget the CSUC trustees originally submitted^ Brown 
finally reduced the cuts slightly to $17 million out of a 719 
million dollar budget.
Landreth said the effect on Cal Poly is a loss of 13.5 
faculty positions and a mandated cut of $197,272 for 
campus supplies and services for the 1979 calender year.
“ We have the same enrollment as the year before, said 
Landreth concerning the loss of instructors. "So how are 
we going to meet our past instructional program?’’
There are certain departments on campus that will be 
especially hard hit by the reductions, Landreth said. The 
chemistry department was one he mentioned which is 
concerned, about double-digit inflation in some of the 
materials they use. *
“ The reductions will amplify the situation,” Landreth 
said. ’’They are having to re-evaluate how they do things.”
The chemistry department may have to come up with a 
different method of presentation in labs, or generally use 
less equipment and chemicals than in the past, he 
suggested.
Other reductions and staff cuts will be made at Cal Poly 
due to the final budget allotment, but these are smaller in 
comparison, said Landreth, and will not have the impact 
of the above cuts. Included in these are a reduction of 12.3
(continued on page 13)
Sign up
‘ ‘foryour PG&E electric
service while registering.
** *
PG&E student 
representative will be at 
Union Plaza, 8 am to 5 
pm, Monday, September 
17 through Friday,
/ September 21, helping 
students arrange for 
PG&E service.
After September 21, 
contact the PG&E San 
Luis Obispo Customer 
Services office at 544- 
3310 for service.
ELECTRONIC GAME SALEQuantities
Limited T H I S  F R I D A Y ,  S A T U R D A Y ,  S U N D A Y
* ' v - Gifts, Too •
LEARNING
AID
EACH Robot toll* tqkst. plays 
music, sings songs and 
asks quasiions Oparalss on 
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Compose a 88 note tune 
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Writing proficiency now required for graduation
BY GREG CORNING ‘ - -  1 ’ '  ^
A year-old state policy that says students must meet 
certain standards in writing skills before they can graduate 
will be enacted this week at Cal Poly for the first time, and 
all Cal Poly students who had earned less than 133 units by 
the end of the 1979 spring quarter will be affected.
Students with between 90 and 133 units as of the end of 
the ’79 summer quarter will be the first group required to 
meet the writing proficiency standard, said Dr. David 
Grant, associate dean of academic planning. The only 
group of students exempt from meeting the writing 
requirement are those who attained senior standing by the 
end of the summer. v ■ .
The writing proficiency program has been established by
Cal Poly staff members in response to policy directives 
from the Board of Trustees. It provides three ways for 
students to meet the new graduation requirement, said Dr. 
Hazel Jones, vice president of academic affairs.
Students can satisfy the writing requirement by taking 
anyone of eight specified literature courses, earning at least 
a ‘C* grade and a certification of writing proficiency from 
the instructor, said Jones. Another way to meet the 
requirement is to receive a ‘C’ or higher in one of six 
composition courses specified for meeting this 
requirement.
Questions regarding substitution- of courses taken at 
institutions besides Cal Poly or before the requirement was 
established are being worked out by administrators and 
faculty. '
taken according to a policy stated in a handout from 
administrators.
The simplest way of meeting the writing skills 
graduation requirement is to* pass the upper division 
writing ta t ,  Jones said. Possibly beginning winter quarter, 
the t a t  will be administered once every quarter. A $10 fee 
will be charged to cover t a t  costs.
English courses which lead (o fulfillment of the writing 
requirement are limited, so most students will have to take 
the ta t ,  said Dr. John Harrington, coordinator of writing 
proficiency certification. .......
“There are very few slots open for people who want to 
satisfy the requirement by taking a course,*! said 
Harrington.. ,  ^  . .  t  ,  It may be possible to substitute courses already ____ . . .___
S A L E  
S T A R T S . 
9:30 A M  
Shop early 
for best 
buys
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Off-campus living
ordinance continues to trouble students
1-
BY RHONDA BOZARTH
Dally SUfl Writar
After over a year of complaints, discussions and many 
hopeful solutions, controversy over the off-campus 
housing ordinance—which states not more than three 
unrelated persons can live together in a single family 
dwelling in San Luis Obispo—is still brewing. ,
Disputes over the ordinance began over a year ago, when 
several San Luis Obispo residents called for enforcement 
of the 17-year-old law because of problems they said were 
created by the overcrowded homes. Complaints included 
everything from too much noise, to not enough-parking.
On the other side of the wrangle were students, who said 
they needed to live with more than three people because of 
limited housing in the area and to help cut costs.
An effort was started in summer quarter by the ASI to 
change the ordinance so it would be less “ discriminatory” 
to students, sakt ASI President Rose Kranz,
ASI obtained a lawyer to do research on the legality of 
the ordinance.
The results of the research are not yet available for 
publication. ASI Vice President Jeff Land hoped to have 
the information as soon as possible so ne could begin work 
on the case. ■*
Land said he is not yet sure of the approach he will take 
to change the ordinance, but indicated he would either like 
it eliminated or change the basis on which the present 
number of unrelated persons are determined.
Land is planning on taking all year to achieve this goal,, 
but he thinks he can get a majority of the five council
. • • - , ■■ i i
members to go along with his request. He said Mayor Lynn 
- Cooper and Counciman Alan Bond are opposed to the 
ordinance, atld he said he can get Councilman Ron Dutiin 
to go along with Bond and Cooper.
lit an interview, Dunin indicated a willingness to listen to 
anyone who has ideas o f  a better way than the ordinance to 
maintain good neighbor relations. He said if there were a 
more comprehensive plan to alleviate neighbor relations 
problems, he would be “ very happy to suggest suspension 
of the ordinance.”
Dunin said he sees a problem deeper than just the 
discontent with the ordinance. He thinks the CSUC system 
should allow more land to be developed at Cal Poly for on- 
campus housing and thinks the student housing industry in 
San Luis Obispo is not catering to student needs.
“ Student housing like it is now is too regimented for the 
modern student,”  Dunin said. He said he would like to see 
a new approach to this type of housing from the industry.
Dunin was one of (he four council members who voted 
in favor of the ordinance—he said he originally voted 
“ no,”  but switched his vote.
“ The only benefir-the city derives from this ordinance is 
if someone complains about the behavior of a particular 
household, the city has the power to investigate,” Dunin 
said.
According to Dan Smith, a planner in the Community 
Development Department, the ordinance is*only enforced 
on a complaint basis.
“ We’vfe never taken anybody to court,” said Smith, who
Bank o f America
T H E
H M A N K Z
M A J O R .
<5®
At Bank of America, we 
study student banking needs. 
And we’ve designed our 
Money Convenience System" 
to help meet them.
P.O.L'UEKgEIRLTONrtfH ESK<I N '<5
s a v j n c s
It's easy services. For 
example, our free Money Transfer 
Service is great if you’re getting 
money from home. With it funds 
can be automatically transferred 
on a regular basis from one Bank 
of America checking or savings 
account to another, anywhere 
in California.
Its easy savings, checking 
and credit We have a wide variety of 
plans to fit most needs. Including 
College Plan® checking, which gives 
you unhmited checkwriting for just
-V
$1.00 a month for the nine-month 
school year. And no service charge 
at all for June. July or August.
We also offer Instant Cash to *- 
help you establish credit while you’re 
still in school. It’s available to 
V students of sophomore standing or 
hi^ier who qualify.
It's free and easy financial 
information. Our Consumer 
Information Reports cover a variety 
of financial subjects and they’re
free at any Bank of 
America branch.
Its easy-to-get-to 
banking. Our Money 
Convenience System 
helps fit banking into 
your schedule. With - 
early and late walk up/ 
drive up windows 
available at most 
branches — just in case 
you have classes during our regular 
hours. And. since Bank of America 
has more branches in California 
than any other bank, we're probably 
nearby.
So come in and get to know 
The Finance Major. And you’ll get 
to know easier student banking.
B A N K o f  A M E R IC A
\ -
also is the enforcer of the ordinance. He said when a 
complaint is brought to him, he will contact those violators 
and ask for.“ voluntary compliance.”  Hf said he has never 
had a problem so serious that enough evidence could be 
gathered to go jo court. •
Councilpersons Melanie Biljig and Jeff Jorgensen, who 
said they are in favor of the ordinance, pointed out that the 
R-l ordinance is nothing new. 1 j
Jorgensen said the same provision was on the books in 
the early 1960s, but the way it was written was unclear. He 
said in 1976 and 1977 there were a number of complaints 
primarily because of noise. Shortly thereafter, complaints 
came in about parking.
Jorgensen said the council went to the city attorney who 
said the ordinance should be amended. So he said the 
ordinance was simply clarified in October, 1978.
Billig has taken a rigid stand on the three R-1 Ordinance.
♦ "What it boib down to is a difference in lifestyles and 
age groups,” said Billig'. “ Not only do 1 have to consider 
what’s a real problem for students, but what's a problem 
with residents living in these areas.”
Jorgensen considers the ordinance, “ an additional 
enforcement tool.”
“ We had found that writing, or going out and talking 
didn’t stop the problem,” said Jorsensen.
Jorgensen said voting for the ordinance was “ the most 
painful decision on the city council rvem ade.” But he said 
he did not think changing the law was'necessarily the way 
to help relations between neighbors.
Help in finding a home
A plan to allow students to live in Cal Poly dormitories 
while they search for off-campus housing will hopefully be 
enacted in 1980, said Walt Lambert, coordinator of off- 
campus housing. —  .*»
The difficulty many students have in finding adequate 
housing and the shortage of motel rooms in San Luis 
Obispo prompted the idea of permitting students to stay 
two o r three days in residence halls while they look for a 
place to live, said Lambert.
The housing office will continue to provide its primary 
services of listing and mediation for students who live off 
campus.
Lambert said the housing office receives between five 
and 10 new listings of housing available per day. Most of 
the listings solicit roommates, and the vast majority of 
residences open are apartments. • -
The mediation service offered by the housing office 
includes helping students to^get deposits back and giving 
non-legal advice, said Lambert.
COME & SAY 
HELLO!
Bring this ad for 
a FREE PEPSI 
and a FREE CUP 
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sary-offer expires 
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Turn Your Barracks 
Into A Pleasure Pit
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Marching band 
holds tryouts
s a i n  . ' ' 7 1 ,
■“ * > /
■HH«t « ?*• —>
BY PEGGY DEWANE
Daily Staff Witter
Cal Poly’s marching band 
is unique according to 
William Johnson, conductor 
of the Mustang M arching.
Band.
The music is current and 
written especially for 4he 
marching band and there is 
~ an emphasis on sophisticated 
musical performance, said 
Johnson.
The first meeting of the 
marching band will be 
Thursday, Sept. 20 at 8:00 
p.m. in Room 216 of the, 
H.P. Davidson Music 
. Building, -i— ^  __
Auditions for students 
who want to  be in the band 
will be held Friday, Sept. 21 
at 7:30 p.m. Johnson said 
experience is necessary to get 
into the band, but if a 
prospective member was 
active in a high school band 
auditions should riot be too 
difficult.
With S28.000 from ASI 
for new uniforms, the band 
may expand this year, said 
Johnson. The ASI money is 
enough to buy 150 new 
uniforms, which allows 30 
more musicians to march 
with the band.
Rounding out the spec­
trum of sounds performed by
Cal Poly musicians will be 
the jazz band and the brass 
band. The brass band, 
consisting of 25 brass players 
and three o r ' four per­
cussionists will perform with 
the 20-member jazz band at 
the Cal Poly BandO-Rama 
during fall quarter. "
Band-O-Rama will include 
a halftime performance by 
the marching band and a few 
selections by the symphonic 
band (a sub-group of the 
marching band). —r~----—
Members of the marching 
band receive two units of 
credit for about seven hours 
of rehearsal per week, 
Johnson said. Rehearsals are 
held on Monday nights at 
seven o ’clock and on 
Wednesdays and Fridays 
from 3:30 until 5:45 p.m. 
The band entertains at all 
Cal Poly home football 
games. „
Students interested in 
joining the marching band 
may con tac t Johnson  
through the music depart­
ment.
New Budget
(continued from page 10)
staff positions. However, these are spread over many 
campus departments and services to lessen the effect. Only 
in Plant Operations and Custodial Services—where there is 
to be a cut of 4.9 positions—should there be a significant 
impact, Landreth said.
The other reductions in funds scheduled are $4,328 for 
textbooks, $15,821 for campus farm supplies and services 
and $2,980 for newly-added-faculty furniture.
Lindvall i
(continued from paga 10)
to make Cal Poly’s business 
school unique, he said.' „ ,
“ 1 do believe that the 
aualitv of education a 
student receives depends 
partly on the quality of the 
other students,” said Lind­
vall. “ I think this could be 
one of the best or the best in 
the system.”
1979 CAL POLY MARCHING BAND
FREE COUPON
B fS  -  ~  r a t - '
SWIM or HOT TUB
Bring this ad and a friend and one gets in free!
Valid through October 4
OPEN EVERY DAY
10 AM ' til MIDNIGHT
U.S. 101 at Avila Road 595-2359
Cork B o t t l e
The stores with the right spirit
774 Foothill Boulevard
Open 8am -m idnight 
543-8637
1212 Higuera Street
Open 8am - m idnight
543-2449
J • ■' . — —  • ■ • -W ■
1291 Laurel Lane
Open 9am-10pm
543-0600
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290 California 
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BY CATHY SPEARNAK
Charges against 17-year-old Howell Henry “ Hank” 
Harris were dropped on September 11 in San Luis Obispo 
County Superior Court.
The young Harris—along with his father, Howell Petrey 
Harris—was held on suspicion of the homicide of Cal 
Poly’s head librarian last January.
Judge Richard C. Kirkpatrick freed Harris at the request 
of District Attorney Christopher O. Money. The elder 
Harris confessed July 3 to the shooting death of Dr. 
Norman Alexander and was sentenced July 24 to 27 years 
in prison. <
Money and Sheriff GeorgeS- Whiting announced plans 
to dismiss the case against the younger Harris just before 
the early September court proceeding.
The decision to seek a dismissal was reached “ after an
in the slaying,extensive re-examination of the evidence*
Money said. __
- The new turn in the case to free Harris was made 
possible because of the father’s  confession to the murder 
and extensive interviews awcfTwo lie detector tests given to 
the younger Harris by different operators.
1 It was determined, Money said, neither brother knew 
their father was armed with a pistol and intended to kill 
- Dr. Alexander. Mopey said during separate interviews, 
both brothers told the same story. .
Harris and his father were arrested by San Diego police 
on Jan. 18—three days after Alexander was shot in -a 
campus parking lot. Alexander died January IS. - 1
Speaking briefly with reporters after his release. Hank 
Harris said he plans to go to school in San Diego after 
receiving a few credits to get his diploma from Arroyo 
Grande High School.
City joins Cal Poly in collecting parking fines
HOW ELL “HANK” HARRIS
Students with unpaid 
parking tickets will have to 
pay additional fines as .a 
result of a new procedure to 
collect delinquent parking 
fines.
Cal Poly and the City of 
San Luis Obispo have 
devised an automated system 
to collect overdue tickets 
th ro u g h  th e  c o u n ty  
municipal court. >
Vehicle owners will have to 
pay an additional $10 per
ticket plus the original bail 
before they will be allowed to 
renew  th e ir  v e h ic le  
registration at the 
ment of Motor Vehic
Prior to Sept. 1, 1978, the 
county court issued arrest 
warrants for delinquent 
parking tickets as a service to 
Cal P oly . This was 
discontinued due to per­
sonnel cuts in the wake of 
Proposition 13.
When the public learned 
last September o f the
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•  858 Foothill Boulevard *San Luis Obispo. California 93401
•  Phone |805| 543-9697
Complete line of art and graphic supplies 
Appiy for discount card
855 Marsh Street 544-5518 
Downtown San Luis Obispo
CoH Bor 543-1290
U t c
S ta iz  *2)07
FooWPtoa 
(Kioaa from Thrifty's) 
779 FoothB Bfvd 
Son Luis Obtapo
Mmad.Mtamanb 
H *  Cutting
CALIFO RNIA
COLDRUSH
Bumardoz Ice Cieam 
Hot, Fresh Baked Pretzels
10:30 to 10:30 Mon. thru Sat.
'* IN THE NETWORK
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S c r u m p t i o u s
• Fragrances Lotions Soaps
Located Downstairs in the Network
g r f t  c jo -o p  ir\ 
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RENT-A-FRIDOE
Dorm Size
LOWEST PRICE IN TOW N GUARANTEED
And Free Delivery 
$1.00 oft with this ad-Clip and Save
PLUS ----------- -
BIC 2 5 % O f  f W ITH  ASI STUDENT DISCOUNT CARD 
Get One At Registration
544-0380
inability to enforce parking 
tickets, there was a marked 
upswing in violations, said 
Cal Poly Parking Office 
Glinda Souza.
In September alone, of­
ficers issued a total of 2,930 
tickets according to the 
campus police officer. The 
amount was more than twice 
the amount of citations 
issued during September of 
1977.
Lee Diaz, state cashier, 
sent a list of 300 vehicle
license numbers with out­
standing parking tickets to 
the DMV to get the names 
and addresses of the 
registered owners.
Beginning with tickets 
written on Sept. I, 1978, she 
plans to send batches of 300 
license numbers in the order 
they were written until the 
backlog of 11,732 unpaid 
tickets is caught up.
“ We hope to be caught up 
in  two months," Diaz said.
*QUAUTYr
5USED 7 
*!
i  B O U G H T - S O L D  • T R A D E D
j T  g e t  m ore s w h en  you s ell
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P.M.’s LINGERIE
Personal Pitting is our specialty  
Featuring Lingerie by  John Kloss, 
Bali and Bassarette
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Full line of 
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products
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BETTY POKE 
SUZANNE Du FRIEND 
543-2116
963 Monterey St. 
San twit Obispo
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f t
$1 off Singles 
$2 off Doubles 
S3 off Triples & Wedges 
Lasts 5 days only beginning
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20th
I t ’s tha t tim e again...Back to 
school. Cal W est has 
everything you’ll need for 
th a t photograffliy class you F  
are taking.
quality is
Including Ilford Gallery Paper and Chfeniicals. 
We are you ’’One Stop” store for processing by 
Kodak, M ission and Bennetts.
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a  O life far from slow ‘ '.
SLO entertainment ranges from dancing to dining
BY MAC MCDONALD
Dally Staff Writer
So this is your First time in San Luis 
Obispo and you’ve been invited to go out 
snipe hunting. Well put down ytfur burlap 
bag and bush-beater because there’s more 
to §LO Town than you can shak« a stick at.
It’s late morning and the sun is starting 
to pick up a head of steam, so you decide to 
do something outdoors. Grab your suntan 
oil, a towel and a bottle or two of 
Moosehead and head for tfie coast. There’s 
swimming at Avila, nude sunbathing at 
Pirate's Cove, waterskiing at Nacimiento 
Lake, skindiving at Port San Luis and 
surfing up and down the coast, from San 
Simeon to PismoBeach.
If you’re not too keen on sand in your 
swimsuit maybe you’d like to take in some 
outdoor sports, perhaps? There’s a lush 
three-par golf course called the Sunset 
Terrace in Los Osos or you might want to 
try The Morro Bay course right across the 
bay. It’s a steep court, but what a view. f
Ah, you’re the competitive type. How 
abput some tennis, or basketball or 
volleyball or even softball? There are 
courts and ballparks all over San Luis 
Obispo, many right here at Cal Poly.
Doesn’t thrill you, eh? How about 
jogging, bicycling, sailing. Fishing off the 
piers, sandsurFing, hiking at Montana de 
Oro, clamming on the Morro Bay sand 
spit, dune buggying, skateboarding, 
picnicking, rollerskating, hang-gliding, etc, 
etc. It’s all available here on the central 
coast; you just have to go out and do it.
Well, you’ve now exhausted yourself at 
the beach and you’re ready to just sit back 
and relax before you go out and shake your 
bobty at the local hot spots. The Spindle in 
the Network, the Darkroom next to the 
Fremont Theater and Tortilla Flats all have 
outdoor patios, where you can sit and 
relax, have a draft and a sandwich or a 
plate of hot nachos.
The Mission Plaza is a great place to just 
walk around, lay on the grass or meet
people. There are several parks in San Luis 
Obispo, if you just want to kick back or 
throw a frtsbee.
Now that you’ve showered and had your 
dinner you’re ready to take in San Luis’ 
night life, which you’ve been told is no 
nigM life at all. Somebody must have; been 
sitting on their hands at home watching 
reruns of "My Mother the Car.” There are 
three ‘discos” in San Luis Obispo: The 
Graduate, which resembles a high school 
gym on a Saturday night; Station 51. it’s an 
18 and over place; and Tortilla Flats, which 
is a converted creamery warehouse with 
plants and an intimate dance floor.
If dancing and loud music isn’t exactly 
your cup of grog, there are a handful of 
places that offer solos or duets or even ho 
music al all. They range from the western 
ambiance of McLintocks (which in­
cidentally features a two-bit sandwich day 
On Fridays from 4-7 p.m. and western 
swing music) to the rustic wood-and- 
hanging-plants atmosphere of 1865 on 
Monterey street and the magic shows and 
live theater at Friar Tuck’s.
Speaking of theater, this county doesn't 
quite abound in them, but the 
high. The Rainbow Theater on Osos Street 
features classics such as “ Harold and 
Maude,” and "Casablanca.” The Fremont 
is a first-run theater that sits conveniently 
next to the Darkroom, while the Madonna 
Plaza triple theaters are in, lo and beholds 
the Madonna Plaza near (amazingly) 
Madonna Inn on Madonna Road below 
Madonna peak. The San Luis Film Society 
also offers First-rate foreign Films every 
two weeks at the Pacheco School near Cal 
Poly.
If you’re up to driving out of town 
Santa Maria, the Pacific Conservatory for 
the Performing Arts at Alan Hancock 
College offers several professional 
productions every year. This past summer 
their highly-acclaimed plays included 
Hamlet, South PaciFtc and The Front 
Page. PCPA is possibly the best repertory
Budweiser
introduces to 
Cal Poly . . .
C ollege Super 
Competition
Meadow Park-S.L.O.
Oct. 20 11:00 am
Come one, Come all 
join in the fun!!
★  frisbee follies -
. i t  tug-o-war_______
★  volleyball
„ i plus much more
10 person teams 
(5 guys/5 girls)
Get together with your 
dorm, wow group, fraternity,
— sorority, friends or individually
Sign up now by calling 
Beth 541-2743
theater between Los Angeles and ,San 
Francisco and well worth the time and 
money spent checking it out.
> So you figure you’ve exhausted all the 
possibilities in San Luis Obisfto County 
and you reluctantly head for your room. 
After alt it is way past midnight to d  t he 
only places left open are the 24 hoilr coffee 
shops like Denny’s. Aha, wrong again. 
Pick uf> the phone and call Sy&more 
Mineral Springs and see if they have a hot
tub open for an hour or two. That’s right, 
they’ve got over 20 hot tubs in different 
sizes scattered over the hillsides near Avila.
And better still they're open 24 hours 
and a lot more relaxing and intimate than a 
. cup of hot chocolate at Denny!•. So while 
you're soaking away in- a  hot tub  with a  
friend or friends (they have 18-people hot 
tubs) you only have one thing to worry 
about—what (he hell you’re going to  do the
Do it yourself
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RECIPE:
; i •
%  oz. gold tequia 
, %  oz. triple sec 
3 oz. fresh frozen lime juice
A . ->
1 oz. lemon juice 
V* fresh egg white 
dash almond extract 
sugar: to taste 
7 oz . ice
•
blend until smooth
Or we’ll blend it for you anytime-
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Copeland’s Sports offers you the most 
complete sport shoe department in the 
area as well as carrying the latest in equip­
ment and apparel in every department: 
Athletics Ski Equipment Watersports 
Tennis Ski Rentals Camping
Backpacking Shoes , Skateboards
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•Copeland’s Clothes
MADONNA ROAD PLAZA
One stop at Copeland’s Clothes and you’ll 
- be sure to find the fasions you've been
hunting for; from head to toe.
School is much more fun if you’re dressed 
well for it. Here is part of what you’ll find 
at Copeland’s Clothes:
Dressy Pants Dresses Shoes Menswear 
Casual Pants Blouses Suits Accessories
"  < '  L - — _ _  ............'•’ f  , V' ‘ . . .  *
•Copeland’s Shoes
894 HIGUERA ST. DOWNTOWN
Being the oldest of Copeland’s Stores, 
Copeland’s Shoes has an established repu­
tation for fine footwear. Their young 
people’s shoe department for men & 
women is one of the biggest, but they have 
shoes for the children and older ages too. 
Some brands include:
Birkenstock Shakti Selby Frye 
* Famolare Bass Clarks Dexter
GOT IT ALL!
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LIBRARY ARCHIVES
TH E  C A L POLY INVITATIONAL held In Oct. 1978 had UCSB runners 
eagerly going out in the lead, but the National Champion Mustangs, lanny Bautista (far left) went on  to Win.
ACADEMIC CLASSES ACTIVITIES
American Military H istory”
From Washington to  T. Roosevelt
Not all our classrooms are classrooms
Physical Conditioning
PE 131-02,07 (MW- 1600; TTH-1600)
US Defense Establishm ent” 
Relationship o f the Military 
with American Society 
MSc 101
Adventure Training 
Rappelling 29 Sept 
Backpacking 27 Oct.
Map and compass skills with 
field application 
MSc 201
CLASSES HELD IN BLDG. 34, ROOM 117
OFFICE- BLDG. 34, ROOM 115,116(MSc classes listed under Military\ * - r v  »• M i i u i  i v a n i v e i  
Science in catalogue)
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Mustang Daily
If confidence grew on trees, 
Miller would have an orchard
\  BY GREGOR ROBIN
Daft, •part* MNor
% If you are planning to g o o u t for cross country this
season and better yet win a spot on Cal Poly’s Pivision 2 
National Championship Team, you had better thihk twice. 
. .  make that thrice.
With four returning runners virtually guaranteed spots 
on the team and over twenty other runners in the hunt for 
the three remaining spots. Coach Steve Miller is looking 
for another national championship trophy already. *
Jim Schankel heads the list of runners back from last 
year’s team, said Miller. He paced Cal Poly to a pair of 
NCAA Division 2 titles in cross country and track, and was 
named the California Collegiate Athletic Association’s 
Athlete of the Year for 1979,
Danny Aldridge should be the number two man, said 
Miller. Although he is a miler, he placed eight in the 
national meet.
Eric Huff is ready to fill the third spot, said Miller. He 
ran 24 in the national meet and placed well in the 5,000 
meter run in the 1979 track nationals.
Manny Bautista will probably be in the fourth spot, 
after a summer of training in the high altitude of Lake 
Tahoe.
“ I think these four spots are pretty settled.”  said Miller. 
“The two guys I see in the fifth and sixth spots are cither 
1 Terry Gibson dr Jeff Small.”
Gibson is a transfer student from Glendale Community 
College and he placed second in the Junior College State 
Meet in 1978.
"Gibson is one of the few people that I look to as being a 
solid member of the team without being in the program,” 
Miller said in reference to his transfer from Glendale.
"Jeff, who red shined last year, but ran great track, for 
us is our new school record holder in the 3,000 meter 
steeplechase,” Miller said.
... The seventh and final spot on the team is an open 
position, but Miller sees four runners ahead of the masses.
Paal Medvin, two time California State High School 
Mile Champion from University High School in Los 
Angeles, is his first choice for number seven. He has run a 
- 4t03.3 mile and a 3:46.01,500 meters.
Steve Strangio and Jack Mar den from Mission San Jose 
High School have run 4:11 and 4:10 miles respectively. 
Their endurance will be tested in the 10,000 meter cross 
country distance, according to Miller.
And Ivan Huff, Eric’s younger>brother has a chance for
the seventh spot also, said Miller. He was the second man 
on Alan Hancock’s State Champion Junior College Cross 
Country Team. He also placed fifth in the state in both the 
1,500and 3,000 meter runs in track last season.
Other runners Miller thinks might have i k  outside 
chance are; Tom Trimble, John Wendler and Terry 
Bauer, all returning students, and Robert Hollister from 
Santa Barbara City College, Doug Avrit from Chico and 
Syd Leibovitch from Northridge. ’
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STEVE MILLER, Division F  Track and Field 
Coach of the Year is expecting another 
national championship in cross country this
I M |-M n  KaSor
season. With a strong group of returning 
runners and depth In recruits, he thinks it 
won’t be too difficult.
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and Dedicated to STUDENT SERVICE
(We do not serve staff, faculty or townspeople except in ~ 
emergency.) *
$20 per quarter—$54 for annual card
Possession of card gives rate protection for the term of the card 
regardless of increases that may be put in effect.
Check these services and the comparisons
and remember
These services are available 24 hours a day
7 days a week.COMPARATIVE COSTS
SERVICES WITH PROGRAM W ITH O U T PROGRAM LOCAL MEDICAL 
SERVICES
After-Hours Emergency Care No Charge $ 6.00—$30.00 $50.00 Plus
Campus Hospital No Charge S4S/Day Plus Meds 
and Meals
$145/Day
Family Planning No Charge $ 2.50—$10.00 Sliding Fee Scale
Oral Health Program 
Required Physical Examinations
No Charge 
No Charge 
No Charge
$ 3.00—$10.00 
$15 00—$30 00
Not Available 
$63.00 and Up 
$10.00/lnjectionAllergy Shots $ 1.60/ Injection
Authorized Ambulance Services S75 Guaranteed 
Payment
$125.00-8300.00 $125 00 $300.00
Buy your card at registration or they 
will be on sale at the Health Center 
through October 12.
IN C E N S E , E T C .
■RA 5 4 4 - 2 3 1 2  (P A R K IN G  IN  R E A R )
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Mustang gridders start with 
untested man in the middle
Sports
BY GREGOR ROBIN
With an All American 
running back and two of the 
best receivers on the west 
coast. Coach Joe Harper sees 
the Cal Poly Mustang , 
football team headed for 
another successful season— 
but there is a catch.
The top two Mustang 
passers of 1978—senior 
C ra ig  J o h n s to n  "an d  
sophomore Lloyd Nelson— - 
are not expected to be able to 
starT  r  th e -  1979 season/ 
Johnston is recuperating 
from knee surgery performed 
last winter and Nelson is 
recovering from a broken 
wrist.
“ We don’t anticipate using 
either Johnston or Nelson in 
the early season,”  Harper 
said.
Johnston’s injury has, for 
the time being at least, put 
him out of the running in his 
quest to become the top Cal 
Poly passer of all time. He
needs just 82 yards through 
the air to overtake Don 
M ilan (1968-1970) who 
finished his career with 2,348 
yards.
The team will go with a 
novice quarterback in Reid 
Lundstrom. He played in 
three games last season, 
completed one of three 
passes for four yards and 
rushed four times for ten 
yards. The 5-11 170-pounder 
from Anaheim was the 
number one quarterback 
throughout the spring 
practice, said Harper:
The football team is 
coming off its first ever 
NCAA Division 2 playoff 
apperance—which it lost to 
the Winston-Salem Rams 17- 
0. They have lost some 
players from that team and 
Harper said the team doesn’t 
have the amount of quality 
players it had in the past.
“ A lot will depend on how 
we maintain our health,” 
Harper said. ” We have some
very good players, but much 
depth.”
The offensive strength 
comes from Lewis Jackson at 
running back, Robbie Martin 
and Dwight Allen Crump at 
ends, and a veteran offensive 
line, led by junior tackle 
Mike Dauip (6-6.250).
Jackson is coming off a 
strong performance last 
season. He placed fifth in the 
nation in rushing (1131 
yards) and eighth in the 
nation in scoring (74 points).
On defense Harper is 
looking to see development 
of individuals on the- front 
line a iC a l Poly lost three of 
its four starting linemen and 
two of its three starting 
l in e b a c k e rs  th ro u g h  
graduation. They also lost 
starting defensive tackle Fred 
Razo to a knee injury which 
he suffered in preseason, and 
starting middle linebacker 
Kevin Hardcastle because of 
academic ineligibility.
In the defensive secondary
the Mustangs have two 
juniors returning in 1979: 
strong safety Tim Hanifln 
and corner back LeCharles 
McDaniel.
The season at a glance: 
Saturday, Sept. 22, Adams
State here; Saturday, Sept. 
29, UC Davis here; Saturday, 
Oct. 6, Fresno State here; 
Saturday, Oct. 13, Northern 
Colorado' (Homecoming) 
here; Saturday, Oct. 20, Cal 
State Northridge at Nor-
thridge; Saturday, Oct 27, 
Portland State at Portland; 
Saturday, Nov. 3, Puget 
Sound at Tacoma; Saturday, 
Nov. 10, Cal Poly Pomona 
here; and Saturday, Nov. 17, 
Boise State at Boise.
DIRECTING TH E  O FFEN SE— Senior quarterback Reid Lundstrom is joined 
in the huddle by offensive line coach Andy Brennan while he gives the play 
during practice. _ _ .
c u p  hr SAVE
M eet the Friendliest ■ 
Salespeople Anywhere
Madonna Road Plaza!
(across from Madonna Inn)
Beno’s . • ..... • ' Mode O ’Day
Budget Rent-A-Car M oyne’s Styling
Carpet Town Northern CaMfomia Savings & Loan 
Castle Music Orange Jutus
The Connection p arty shop
Copeland's Clothes Pet Manor
te dd l Dixon's Radio Shack
Foto Fast Sears, Roebuck & Co.
Gene Ingels Clothing for Men Serendipity
Happy Steak Restaurant Sherwtn WMems
Household Finance 
Hut's Children's Shop 
Lawrence’s 
Lucky's
Madonna Plaza Cleaners 
Madonna Plaza Theater
Madonna Road Texaco
Singer
Straw Hat Pizza Palace
T.G. & Y. Stores Co. 
Thrifty Drug
Top Stop Shop 
United Catfomia Bank 
Wine Shop
Mission Federal Savings & Loan
* , Y
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK & EVENINGS 
ALWA YS LO TS O F  FREE PARKING
Rood Plan San Luis Obispo
IF YOUR APARTMENT IS DULL 
AND GETS YOU DOWN 
COME SEE US!
3 A V 8< N dfD
P O S T E R S , E T C .
P A P E R  L A N T E R N S , E T C . 
C A L E N D E R S , E T C .
W A LL  D E C O R , E T C .
P IC T U R E  F R A M E S , E T C . 
H O U S E  P LA N TS , E T C . 
C A N D LE S , E T C .
IN D IA N  B E D S P R E A D S , E T C . 
J O K E  G IF T S , E T C .
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Coach recruits top women
teammates fend they are now and Kathy Lynch played on 
looking for a spot on the Orange Coast Colleges State 
Mustang team. Champion Junior College
Erin Wetzel, Wendy Lewis Team last season.
back for one last season, 
Wilton said. They were two 
of the reasons for getting the 
Mustangs out of the cellar. 
The team placed fourth in the 
Southern California Athletic 
Association Conference.
Marie Lundie has tran­
sferred here from USC, one 
of the leading volleyball 
schools in the nation. She 
was All C1F 4-A Player of 
the Year at Newport Harbor 
High School in 1977 and 
Wilton sees her . as a 
dominant force on the team.
of the best athletes I’ve ever
coached.”
From, junior college 
Wilton recruited three other
BY GREGOR ROBIN citing season.
MyspwttEdNo' "We had a very successful
The 'J'°'nen * volleyball^ seasqn |as, year,” Wilton 
team had their first winning J 2 d T “ We won 12 Qf 20 
season since the sport was matche$ and „ ub[ishea a 
established at CaiPoly. With ^  clim#te to build upon 
two returning starters and a f<)r women’svolleyball.” 
group of strong recruits,
Coach Mike Wilton is Laurie Borgaro and Susan 
looking forward to an ex- Forte, both seniors, will be
Cross country
(continued from papa 2)
The oply thing Miller needs now is a race to see where 
each runner is in relation to the rest of the team. He will get 
just that in the City to Port Run Sunday, Sept. 23.
Wilton said
G etting M arried?
going to run a five-one of­
fense around her.” This 
means five hitters around 
one setter.
Lundie is here because 
Wilton had time to recruit 
this season, he said. Last 
season he was appointed 
women’s coach near the start 
of the season. Many high 
school and junior college 
players were already taken 
by other * schools when he 
started recruiting.
Two high school players 
Wilton picked up this season 
are Ailcen Semonsen, All 
CIF First Team Player three 
years in a roW.frotri Corona 
del Mar High School, and 
her teammate, Monica Park. .
Semonsen went, to the 
Junior Olympics in Colorado 
Springs, Colorado. She has 
been an All American in the 
Junior Olympics many times 
and Wilton said: “ She is one
If y*»u t an ftirut the nodding ring 
that s fly right tor you Id 
nu|i(’ d! VVc* vt* IVcn helping lo^ ipfev 
design their tnyn wedding rings for 
over .eight years' >our wjeitdfrig ring
sh«»utd Im* \
the GOLD
CONCEPT
Designers of Fine lewelry
llowntown Sai\Lurs Ohispo. 
in the Network
Marie Lundie transferred to Cal Poly from USC wherd she was the Trojan’s 
starting center.The 5-7 sophomore from Newport Beach was named CIF 4- 
A Player of the Year in 1977.
W elcome Back 
Cal Poly!
Boston Ferns 
& Crinkle Charlies 
6" Hanging Pots
Aileen Semonsen, a 5-8 freshman who attended Corona del Mar High 
School and was sought after by every volleyball-playing college In the 
nation was All CIF First Team Player three years In a row.
SNACK SUPPERSale Prices G ood thru 9-28-79 Bring Your Student ID!
W e welcom e
returning and new students 
5:30 SUNDAY September 23
Plus 20% off all other
Indoor Plants!
it FREE MACRAME WITH
ANY PURCHASE ★  
★  10% off all Garden Books ★
San Luis Obispo
chR istia n  c h u R c h
222 Foothill Boulevard
(fciscip les o f  c h R is t )Limited to Stock on Hand Regular ServicesOpen Mon-Sat 9-6 Sunday 9-4 
1422 Monterey San Luis Obispo 541-3737 
The Plant Depot
10 AM - Bible Study , . .
11 AM - Worship Dave Smiley - Minister
Noon • Coffee Hour
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AS/ Legal^  Aid
solving legal hassles
BY GREG ADAMSON •
— UI | U,~— ... W R f  a w n  w in v i
Legal problems with landlords or automobiles are the 
most common reasons Cal Poly students use the ASI Legal 
Services Programs, said one of the programs’s attorneys.
Rick Rabbin, an attorney at the San Luis Legal Clinic, 
said drunken driving and petty theft are the most frequent 
criminal charges that Poly students face. Civil cases, 
domestic and contract cases, such as landlord-tenant 
disputes, are the most common, he said.
“ In most of,the theft cases, I have been able to get the 
cases dismissed," said Rabbin. ?The student 'usually 
didn’t mean to take anything,’’ he said. But Rabbin later 
added that other cases are not often dismissed.
The trial for a misdemeanor usually lasts one or two 
months, said Rabbin, and a felony trial can last four, five 
or six months.
Rabbin said the fees for criminal cases are Set at th? 
clinic.' For a drunken driving charge, the clinic charges the 
public S27S and students $225. There js a $50 cut on other 
criminal cases for students, said Rabbin.
In civil cases—usually personal injury or automobile 
accident— the clinic tak a  25-35V# of the money won in the 
case.
“ And that’s flexible,’’ added Rabbin.
The clinic gets 10 to 20 phone calls a day, said Rabbin. 
About two-thirds, he said, are from Cal Poly students.
The clinic provida a 20 minute free consultation for Cal 
Poly students, staff and faculty, said Rabbin, pointing out 
that staff and faculty are eligible for the clinic’s benefits 
also. ,
- Rabbin said most of the consultations are handled on the 
telephone.
“ There are a lot of landlord-tenant problems. ”
Rabbin recommended that students not sign a lease 
unless they have read it and understand it. He said a 
common problem is that only one of several students living 
in an apartment has signed the lease and then roommates .. 
cannot leave until the lease expira. The only solution is to 
sublet the apartment, said Rabbin.
Rabbin had these suggestions for students when they are 
arrested and before they contact a lawyer:
—tin a dnmkm driving cas€, like one of the terns or the . 
student win toMlheir license for six months. Be polite and 
courteous but do not discuss the case with police officers, 
—in petty theft cases, do not make any statements if asked.
W  M-i. < W  PR:
STUD EN T SERVICES— A Cal Poly student gets 
advice from attorney Rick Rabbin as part of ASI
—in a minor automobile accident, where the police do not 
arrive on the scene, call the police before moving the cars. 
Rabbin said the officer’s testimony can be used in court to 
win damage claims.
Rabbin said the clhuc also deals with insurance claims 
adjusters. He said he makes no guarantees, but usually he 
delivers more money to Mb client after his percentage is 
taken out than if the client dealt with the adjuster himself.
The San Luis Legal Clinic has no formal contract with
legal aid program.
the ASI. The ASI only refers students to the clinic and in 
return the clinic offers a discount on its ra ta . ,
Rabbin said that many students believe the clinic only 
handles Cal Poly students, but only a fourth of the clinic's 
business is from Poly. The clinic has had the agreement 
since shortly after it was established in March, 1979, said 
Rabbin. Recently, because of an increasing workload, 
Rabbin has added a partner.
“ It's been too much for one person to handle,’’ said 
Rabbin. '
Lay a way Wow!
Bat*
W ELCOM E BACK POLY
* H & s m r s  h a s  ’e m . . .
’ GREAT THINGS TO WEAR. 
IN QUALITY BRANDS
FORGALS
•  D itto#  •  H .I.S . •  C o co an u ts  •  Levi
•  W ran g ler •  C innam m oti S tick
•  H a n g  T en  •  L ang try  •  EnPM eeni
•  C alifo rn ia  J a m  •  U B ab e
•  S tu ffee  J e a n a
« FOR GUYS
•  Levi •  H .I.S . •  D ee C ee  •  C a re e r  C lub 
•  Lee •  O .P . •  H an g  T en  •  H a n es
•  V an  H euecn  •  M unelngw ear
•  L ightning Bolt
HAPPY HOUR 4:30-7:00 pm 
W ELL DRINKS .75
|A DELECTABLE DINING EXPERIENCE\ 
A M E R I C A N / E U R O P E A N  C U IS IN E
BREAKFAST-LUNCH-DINNER-SUNDA Y BRUNCH
BANQUET ROOMS
— — —  - UVE ENTERTAINM ENT— —
SELECTED GROUP MEN’S
FASHION PANTS 
• Q 0 0
O  andup
Gary Hinze
The Best in Country Rock 
Sunday thru Wednesday
Jimmy Enos 5 Den Murry 
Easy Listening 
Thursday thru Saturday
Noi AS S u n  S  Brands Avaiabi* al AS Stom
126 W. Main
DOWNTOWN 
SANTA MARIA
HASLA'
118 Town Ctr.
SANTA HARM 
TOWN CENTER
710 No. “H” St.
LOMPOC 
PLAZA
774 Hlguora
NETWORK MALL 
SAN LUIS OSISPO
383 E Avenue of Flags —  BuefHon
{H m fiiia M flw rj
............ C O U P O N .............
2 DRINKS
FOR THE PRICE OP1
REDEEM THIS COUPON WITH CAL POLY I.D.
) RESERVATIONS
ISM MONTEREY 1541-1656 I SAN LUIS OBISPO
LOCATED AT DISCOVERY INN
. .* u
Silent film star works on her ‘Castle’
doing it, she said, is she said. 
hopes the state will turn her Walton explained she came 
home into a museum in from Portland, Oregon in 
honor of her days as a silent 1919 to visit an aunt and 
film star. uncle in California., While
Her movie career, begun at there she touted the William 
the age of IS in 1919, started S. Hart studio in Hollywood, 
like a fairy tale story, she * (C o n tlw d  on p«g> 7)
6 - f o o t
POSTERS 
Like This
Save our posters by 
having us laminate them
Education Majors: — 
Teacher Aids 
Lesson Plan Books
MORRO BAY C A S TLE — Former silent film star Gladys Walton is laying 
plans to turn her home Into a museum, which includes silent movie 
momentos.
S TO R E HOURS
12-5:30 Mon-Fri 10-4 Saturdays interns have experienced, according to  
Fiorito. He said between two and four 
students would act out situations while the 
rest of the class watched. The class would 
try to imagine themselves in the same 
situations during following discussions.
Fiorito said he thought lab experience 
would give students an opportunity to learn 
first-hand what they had only read about 
before the course was created.
Fiorito said he hoped the course would 
help interns deal with difficult on-the-job 
situations as well as personal relationships. 
In the past, Fiorito said he hadn’t known 
students actual interaction capabilities
(continued on page 13)
The Child Development Department has 
added a required course to strengthen what 
has been a weak point in its curriculum.
“ The Helping Relationship”  was created 
to give family studies itudents practice in 
contemporary helping skills before they 
enter field internships, said Basil Fiorito,
This is out Of 
sight! 20 lbs. of 
deliciousness re­
ady to serve and 
eat Ideal for all 
types of parties. 
A dozen different 
kinds of meats
In the past, the labs available were with 
young children, Fiorito said. The four on- 
campus labs didn’t give Family Studies 
students needed experience with people and 
groups of all ages.
The new lab will simulate situations pasttucked, layer upon layer, 
between crisp 
french bread. 
Baked and 
delivered on 24 
hour notice-for 
only 366.00.
Welcome Back
Cal Poly W elcom e back Cal Poly
P o H r o  D io 7 0  I—lo i r  F n c h i n i s rraure rnaza nair rasnions 
Owner
Margarite Gowgani
C A L L  544-4040
with
Gail Zaldivar Sherri Learmonth
(lormtrty ol Audrey lt .g r  si (lormtrly ol S tO  Maucuttmg C o )
Creative Hair Fashions
Precision Hair Cuts
Hair Analysis 
Manicures
Pedicures
Padre Plaza Square 3250 S Higuera St
FOOTWEARSan Luis Obispo
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Film star builds Gastie
(Continued from paged)
A talent scout saw her and
asked her uncle if he wanted 
to put her in the movies.
“ 1 made my. first piovie,
Campus fir© d©partm©nt *i5° • weekend
■ „ ■ r u l e  e v e r v  c i v  m n
gets $122 ,000  truck
BY GREG CORNING
QgHy EdNoftsI AMletant
A new- ladder truck acquired by the Cal Poly Fire 
Department and made operational during the summer 
will expand the department’s ability to handle campus 
emergencies, said Carmon Johnson, captain of the 
department.
‘‘(Buying the truck) has been in the works for a 
while,’’ said Johnson. “ The increase in campus 
population and the construction of buildings (higher than 
two stones) brought the need for better apparatus.”
The $122,000 truck with its 50-foot extension ladder 
saw its first action soon after it was outfitted August 24. 
Paso Robles fire personnel were quoted as saying the 
Poly rig had been a vital factor in conquering the blaze.
“ We’re really proud of that,”  said Johnson.
Acquisition of the truck is pan of an on-going effon 
by the fire department and Cal Poly’s Department of 
Public Safety to keep ahead of the emergency services 
needs of the campus, Johnson said. As part of that 
effon, the four full-time fire engineers of the department 
are involved with several programs to prevent and 
prepare for fire and other emergencies, 
i “ There are nearly 4,000 fire extinguishers on the 
campus,”  Johnson said. “ We test and certify every one 
of them once a year. , t -t
“ (Another) program we’re heavy in is fire prevention. 
We inspect all the buildings continually, to keep down 
the hazards. We’ve been aggressive in the last year and 
have had good results.”  /  '-
Johnson, who came to Cal Poly under a contract with 
the California Department of Forestry in January 1974, 
saidjie has pushed to make the people on campus aware 
of the services offered by the fire department.
"That was one of my big goals—to create an 
’’ Johnson said.
has become aware of the 
medical service the number of 
calls has increased greatly, Johnson said ..
“ We’ve had 243 incidents (calls) since January first 
(1979),”  he said. “ About half of those were emergency 
medical aid calls.”
'Pink Tights,’ a short time 
later and was an over-night 
success.”  she said. “ I wap 
given a five year contract at 
with a $50 
raise every six months.”
In November of last year 
Walton joined other fUent 
film stars Mary Pkkford, 
Mae West, PoU Negri, 
Jackie Coogan and .Lillian 
Gish, in receiving the 
p re s tig io u s  R osem ary 
Award.
These go to movie stars 
who were in films before the 
Academy Awards . were 
initiated. The Rosemary 
a w a rd s  a re  b e la te d  
recognition based on work 
done and talent shown. 
Walton’s award is proudly 
displayed in her home.
.. After she married and left 
the movies in 1923 she 
started her education which 
had been stopped when she 
entered the movies.
She said she went to the 
Chicago Art Institute and 
studied portrait painting, 
sculpture at UCLA and took 
a course in bonsai trees at 
Cal Poly.
Most of her time these 
days is spent in creating 
things to share with people, 
she said.
She feels a person’s inner 
and o u te r beau ty  is 
represented by their actions, 
a lesson she attributes to her 
mother, she said.
Her present projects in­
clude a dock and building on 
the waterfront below her 
home.
The building is being 
constructed from her designs 
for use by Morro Bay
SILENT MEMORIES— Film starGladys Walton’s old posters from the early 
20’s are now framed memories of the past.
fishermen, she said. It will from her movie-making 
have showers, a fireplace and days, 
a cardroom. On the outside “ After working on a 
will be landscaping and a movie all day, the director 
functional waterwheel. would come up to me and
She said she is always busy say, ‘OK kid, come on and 
but is used to hard work work tonight,* ”  Walton
said. “ I even had to do my 
own hair and make-up."
She has no regrets, though. > 
“ It’s fun to look back.”  .
“ And now 1 can share it
with others.”
C A S T L E  M U S I C  C E N T E R
h d  ‘Your Most Complete Music Store
•GUITARS • PIANOS • ORGANS
•SYNTHESIZERS • ELECTRONICS
•PORTABLE KEYBOARD • P.A'.'s 
AMPS • BANK INSTRUMENTS
• PERCUSSION
SHEET MUSIC
LESSONS
RENTALS
REPAIRS
Introducing the Finest in Creative Hair Services
You owe yourself this luxury 
1601 Osos Street • 544-3683
C^EACIVE
■ • • . ' • », ", * •«
ft ...........i / •• '
■ ‘ V. -
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Put-Ons
SPORTSWEAR
FOR
MEN AND
WOMEN
877 Monterey-SLO 
Weekdays til 9
NEW LIBRARY— The Robert E. Kennedy library Is predicted to be 
completed by late 1980.
Library construction 
‘right on schedule’
BY TER1 BAUER
Daly Staff Witter
It may seem like 
construction cranes have 
been on campus forever . . 
but the end of it is near.
The new Robert E. 
Kennedy Library is almost 
70 percent complete and will 
be finished before Its Aug. 
8, 1980 completion date.
“ It's right on schedule. If 
anything, it’s . ahead of 
schedule,”  said - Doug 
Gerard, dean of Facilities 
Planning.
The plumbing, windows 
and carpeting are being
worked on now and the 
contractor thinks the 
building will be Finished by 
June or July, Gerard said.
In contrast, the new 
faculty office building 
located near the science 
buildings is about three 
months behind schedule.
T he b u ild in g  was 
originally planned for 
completion on October 8, 
1979, but labor disputes and 
m aterial delays at the 
beginning of the project set It 
far behind schedule.
"We would like to have it 
finished by the end of fall
quarter so we can move the 
te a c h e r s  d u r in g  th e  
Christmas break,” Gerard 
sa id . " B u t  it looks 
increasingly less likely that 
it will be done then.
The split two- and three- 
story building will have 140 
individual, faculty offices, 
eight offices for department 
heads, a  dean’s complex and 
conference rooms.
The decision as tb which 
departments and teachers 
will move into the building 
is to be made by Cal Poly 
President Warren Baker.
Visit The Most Unusual shop on the Central Coast
S 1 A L  P O O L
which 
_ has the
- Largest Selection of:
—  IN D O O R  P L A N T S -
— Im p o r te d  Baskets — H a m p e r s — MacramG—
— M a c r a m e  Suppl ies — Pottery (all types) — Stands—
— G i f t  I tems — M in ia tu re s  — Unirsual Gif ts for all ages—
-O' • *
— Silk & Dr ied  Flowers — Brass Planters — Hot Tubs — Spas—
—  * _  —
-Zt :_ Chemicals—Saunas —
Much, much more at the most reasonable prices anywhere
Coastal Pool Center
265 A Pacific SLO 543-9308
Higuera
Marsh
Pacific
Look For The Slide O n The Roof
COASTAL POOL CENTER OFFERS 
10% DISCOUNT
ON ALL PURCHASES
(except liquid chlorine)
ONE SMALL PLANT 
FREE
WITH PURCHASE
Offer expires November 1 
(Limit one coupon per person)
Pacific Telephone
Mrs. Caj Poly
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BY TER1 BAUER
M y  Staff Witter
In the midst of 3-year-old B.J. Baker's 
Superman act, Carly Baker, Cal Poly's 
new First Lady, has finished moving her 
family of six into the President’s house 
on campus.
The two youngest Bakers, B.J. and his 
6-year-old brother Chris, don’t seem to 
mind living on a  university campus rather 
than in a neighborhood.
But President and Mrs. Warren Baker 
don’t want their four children to feel 
isolated from friends their own ages.
“ I was concerned about living on 
campus for the kids’ takes,”  Mrs. Baker 
said. ‘‘It bothered the jgirls that there 
were no other houses artSQnd.”
But the Bakers have found that life on 
the hill is not as isolated or private as 
expected. m
* It doesn’t bother us when students take 
a short cut through campus by walking 
up the private drive, said Mrs. Baker.'"
"Privacy is in the attitude we have,” 
she said. "But I worry when cars drive 
through because they could hit one of the 
boys on their Big Wheels (tricycles).”
Cal Poly is one of only three 
universities in the California State 
University and CoDege system that have 
on-campus homes for the presidents.
The Bakers found that it was 
“ financially beneficial”  to rent the house 
from the university.
"The rent we pay here is lower than 
what it would normally cost for a house 
this size,” Mrs. Baker said.
Mrs. Baker said she expects to spend 
muen more time in the house than her 
predecessor, Mary Kennedy, did.
“ I doubt that I will travel as much as 
Mary did,”  Mrs. Baker said “ I certainly 
want to go to everything, but I can’t. Our 
family has to come first.”
But about twenty ' years ago, Carly 
Baker never would have thought she 
would be married to Warren Baker and
Baker and clan adjust to life on the hill
have four children. c
Mrs. Baker was "born under the 
golden dome” in South Bend, Indiana, the 
daughter of a history professor at Notre, 
Dame.
She meet Warren in her freshman year 
at St. Mary's College, the sister school of 
Notre Dame. She was going to a local 
dance with a friend of J ^ a r te n ’s who 
asked that she set Warren up on a blind 
date.
“ I fixed him up with a real beauty,” 
Mrs. Baker said with a  grin. “ So we 
didn’t speak for ..three years after that.”
She remembers a certain “ friction” 
between the two of them.
"I thought he acted like he was really 
hot stuff and he thought the same of me. 
Of course it wasn’t  true on my part at 
all,” she joked.
“ There was also some shyness 
involved, I think.”  f -
/dut somehow, in her senior year she 
began dating the Notre Dame man, and 
Warren and Carly were engaged the 
following April.
She graduated that June with a degree in 
speech and drama and got a job writing 
"continuity”  for WON-TV in Chicago.
“ My title was Administrative Assistant 
to  the A ssistan t D irecto r o f 
Programming! In other words, I was a 
secretary.”
Warren and Carly Baker were 
a year after their engagement on April 23, 
1962. Ten months later they IukL their 
first child, Carrie.
“ In 1963 it was very common to go to 
college, graduate, and get married,”  Mrs. 
Baker said.
Carly and Warren made the transition 
from two single young adults to a family 
of four in a two-year period.
" I was suffering from shell shock, but 
they were good years,”  she said.
The Bakers moved to Michigan where 
Warren got a teaching job at the 
University of Detroit. He advanced from
assistant professor to academic vice- 
president.
His next step was to president at Cal 
Poly.
Although the Bakers wete excited to. 
move to California, it was 1iard to leave 
their familiar surroundings in Michigan, 
said Mrs. Baker.
“The girls were just devastated,” she 
said. J
Carrie, 16, and Kris, 13, will be 
attending San Luis Obispo High School 
• which is very different from their old 
■high school in Michigan, Mrs. Baker said. 
Carrie was hoping to continue with her 
third year of French, but was 
disappointed to find it*'* had been 
discontinued at San Luis Obispo High
because of Proposition 13. So Carrie 
plans to take some courses at Cal Poly 
instead.
Mrs. Baker may eventually take some 
classes at Cal Poly, too.
"1 still have in the back of my mind 
that I’ll finish grad school, but I haven’t 
yet decided what I want to be when 1 grow 
up,” she laughed.
Her energetic 3-year-old son, B.J. will 
be attending Cal Poly’s Child 
Development Center for nursery school, 
which will give Mrs. Baker some time to 
herself.
“ I’m looking forward to what is in 
store, but I can’t anticipate what it is.”  , 
she said reflectively.
[tt-SCHOOL-SPECIALS*
EXTRA DISCOUNTS 
Supplies for Graphic Am, 
Drafting, Engineering, and 
Fine Arts
★  ALL MAJOR BRANDS.
welcome 
★  789 Foothill Blvd.
★  Foothill Plaza, Broad S t Entrance 
Student Teacher-Professional Discounts
a .  #. . . .  . ,  i* * »
Registration is enough of a  hassle 
without having to worry about 
getting a  phone, too.
ThatS why we re ollering a  great new service 
this year. It Is called The Campus PhoneCenter. It gives you 
one place right near campus where yoircan take care 
of most of your telephone needs at the same time.
The Campus PhoneCenter is a  one-stop con­
venience center for: arranging new service, ordering 
new phones and other equipment, changing your 
address, arranging lor repairs and disconnects, 
and picking up some useful (and money-saving!) 
information about your telephone
Just drop by and we ll take care of every- . 
thing for you right there. Then you can worry 
about more important things-like how you're 
going to get from the dorms to the BA and E 
Building in ten minutes and still have time 
for lunch. —-------:—— ___
University Square Shopping Plaza 
965 Foothill Blvd.
Open through September 29 
Weekdays between 9:30 AM & 5:30 PM 
Saturdays between 10 AM & 2 PM
' DELICIOUS
HAMBURGERS
. GOOD CHILI BEANS
-Scrubby & Lloyd's
O pe n 9-4 M o n .-W e d .; 9-1 T h u rs .-S i 
LLOYD PETTENQE R-PROPRIE T OR 
1) 36 CARMEL • SAN LUIS OBISPO
S P E C IA L
GRANITE
S I D E W I N D E R
DAYPACK
871 S an ta  R osa, San  Luis O bispo, C a. 93401
UttJfUef-
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Outdoors
Adventurous types should seek out Outings Club
BY KAREN ALLEE
DaMy Stott WiMar
, The Associated Students, Inc. Outings 
Committee offers something in the way 
of recreation for anyone with an 
adventuresome spirit. Students can go to 
ASI Outings to join group trips, rent 
equipment and meet people.
“ I got interested in it through g 
fr ien d ,"  said Jeff Anderson, a, 
mechanical engineering major.
After talking to a friend and attending 
several meetings, Anderson decided to 
participate in some of the trips offered by 
the Committee.
His first trip, hiking and camping up 
HavtSu Canyon, was followed at a  later 
date by weekend river rafting on the 
Stanislaus River. Seven of the Twenty
participants were boatmen-trainees.
“ The way the trip was set- up, ten 
people went down the river while the 
others day-hiked," Anderson explained. 
“ The following day, those who had 
already gone rafting hiked, and the others 
got to raft down the river.”
Anderson planned still another trip for 
the recent quarter break. He had the 
option of making a snorkelling trip to 
Anacapa Island or hiking in Wyoming’s 
Grand Tetons.
The Outings Committee offers trips 
similar to these throughout the school 
year.
The Committee’s office—known as the 
Escape Route—is located across from the 
El Corral Bookstore in the University 
union plaza.
iPiiB m o d s
CLOTHING FOR MEN
NEW FALL 
FASHIONS/
Popular Velour 
Long Sleeve 
Sport Shirts - 
Cotton/Polyester
V NECK SWEATERS
PULLOVERS— 100% Wool,
Wool-Polyester.
NEW Pleated Slacks-Dress &
• Casual
NEW Wool-Silk-Polyester Blend 
* Suits and Sport Coats
We Carry BIG and TALL 
Sizes Too!
544-1917
Reed Cruzen. Owner p—
M o n  Sat 10 a m  6 p m  
T h u r s  & F r i  til 9 p m  O B
Sun 115
R o o d  P l a n  S o n  L u L r O b i / p o
Janet Eatherton, one of the volunteers 
staffing the Escape Route, said the 
workers know what is going o q  in and 
around San Luis Obispo and are happy to 
give out information.
'  “ If we don’t have information here, we 
can probably tell people where to find it 
or send them to someone who will 
know," said Eatherton.
Escape Route workers try to Find places 
to go that are more or less tailored to 
individual desires.
For mountain lovers. Big Sur or Lopez 
Lake is recommended. Beach lovers are 
encouraged to visit Morro Bay or the 
north coast. They also recommend the 
Lopez Lake water slide, Cuesta Park and 
other nearby areas for daytime fun.
In addition to rafting and hiking trips, 
the Outings Committee sponsors rock 
climbing, backpacking and cross-country 
ski trips. For those not interested in 
group trips equipment can be rented at
reasonable rates from the Escape Route.
Treasurer Karl Hovanitz said, “ It 
would cost about $16 for a Sierra 
backpacking trip. If the trip  is 
Committee-sponsored, food and gas 
prices are included in the cost."
A special Outings Committe discount 
card is available at the Escape Route. On 
the back is a 21-item list of rentable 
equipment including backpacks, sleeping 
bags and inner tubes.
“ Aside, from outdoor activities, the 
Committee occasionally participates in 
cultural activities such as trips to the 
Renaissance Faire or plays in Los 
Angeles,’’ said Hovanitz.
According to Eathertpn. groups who 
want to go to a  certain area should attend 
an Outings Committee meeting and make 
the suggestion.
The Coimmittec meets every Tuesday 
evening at 7 p.m. in room 220 o f the 
University Union.
ational Hunt and Fish Day 
recognized over weekend
■Y DOUG HUCK1NS ,
Datty Outdoor Writer
In recognition of the sportsman’s 
contribution to conservation, September 
22, 1972 was nationally proclaimed the 
first National Hunting and Fishing Day.
That day has arrived again and with 
the help of the Pennsylvania Game 
Commission’s GAME NEWS magazine 
and California Department of Fish and 
Game, I’d like to provide some insight for 
you about our hunting and fishing 
heritage in the United States.
For many decades, hunters and 
fishermen throughout the United States 
have been in the forefront of the battle to 
protect our outdoors from despoliation. 
Long before “ ecology”  became a 
household work, hunters and fishermen 
were Miking and writing about the 
problems they had seen in wildlife habitat 
destruction, water pollution, stream 
channelization, decresing air quality and 
similar harmful conditions.
In spite of the fact that most of their 
warnings went unheeded and sportsmen 
were compelled to fight on alone, they 
did it because they knew that the fight 
was not only worthwhile, but also 
necessary. They went on talking, writing 
and putting up money for well-defined
accomplishments
Financing for the greatest part of the 
conservation effort in the U.S. today 
continues to be almost exclusively 
through the purchase of hunting and 
fishing licenses and sportsmen-supported 
excise taxes on arms, ammunition and 
fishing tackle. -
Here is a typical breakdown o f what 
more than 16 million hunters nationwide 
pay yearly to support wildlife 
conservation: $160 million for sute 
hunting licenses, SS0 million in excise taxes 
on sporting arms and ammunition, $12. 
million in excise taxes on handguns and 
archery equipment, and $11 million for 
duck stamps. Money from duck stamps is 
used by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife 
Service to purchase wetlands for wildlife 
habitat.
If you would like to know what you 
can do to learn about and help our 
wildlife, contact one of our county 
sportsman’s associations, the California 
Department of "Fish and Game, 1410 
Ninth St., Sacramento, California 95S14, 
or the University o f California 
Agricultural Extension Service at the 
county airport for their Wildlife Project 
Idea Book. , , ■
Sportsmanship urged among hunters
In the early 1970’s the 
P e n n s y lv a n ia  G am e 
Commission initiated a 
p ro g ra m  a im ed  at 
eliminating “ slob" hunters 
and policing the ranks of 
P ennsy lvan ia  hu n ters . 
Called SPORT, the program 
is designed to weed out 
undesirable persons who are 
bringing in disrespect to 
sport hunting.
SPO RT stan d s for 
"Sportsmen Policing Our 
Ranks T ogether."  The 
program has been very 
successful in Pennsylvania 
and has been adopted by 
o th e r  s t a t e s ’ gam e 
com m issions in their 
conservation education 
efforts.
The goal of SPORT is to 
encourage the cooperation
of sportsmen with law 
enforcement personnel and 
create pressure from within 
the hunting ranks that will 
eliminate slob hunters 
from the hunting scene 
before that individual’s 
disrespectful conduct can 
further damage the image of 
the hunter.
The ethical hunter shows
(continuod on page 11)
BACK TO SCHOOL!
S A L E
V  REGULAR $16.95 SALE
$1350
A-
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Caifly;
Bedspreads, 
Bongs, Pipes, Clips,
Hand Painted Blouses
Jewelry,
Ceramic Pins, 
Boxes, 
Local & Imported
Handcrafts , 
Since 1972 /
HAWK!
HUMANIST
1130 MORRO ST., S.L.O
(betw een higuera & m arsh) 
544-4203
SPORT encourages hunting courtesy
' • * b. \ Z w _ 
• * * * # * (
, . Muatang Oatly-CMnna Browder.
EXPLOITING CLAM S— This picture, hanging in D.W. Grover's restaurant 
shows a clam digger capitalizing on the abundance of clams in Pismo 
Beach.
(continued from page 10)I,
courtesy, sportsmaifship 
and respect for hunting 
companions, the firearms 
and/or bows and arrows, 
the land on which the 
hunting takes place, the 
landowner and wildlife.
As the fall quarter at Cal 
Poly begins, many students 
ate active in hunting on 
nearby ranches, national 
forest areas and state owned 
and regulated hunting areas.
The SPORT program 
states, ‘‘Wildlife belongs to 
everyone. Don’t permit it to 
be killed unlawfully. The 
game law violator is a thief 
who is stealing froiq all of 
us.”  r*" 17 f 
There are many common- 
sense rules that should be 
adhered to in promoting 
these subjects, but the most 
effective one is just that . . . 
COMMON SENSE.
Here are ten easily 
rem em bered ways to 
improve your relationship
with landowners and the 
public, whether you’re 
involved in hunting or some 
other outdoor pursuit:
GET PERMISSION—A- 
Iways ask for permission 
before you hunt.
SAFETY ZONE—Don’t 
-jlnint within ISO yards of 
buildings.
AVOID CROPS—Stay 
out of unharvested fields.
USE A DOG—Use a dog 
to find and retrieve game.
.  PICK UP TRASH— 
Don't litter. If you carried 
it in, you can carry it out.
Wardens wary of rustlers, poachers
BY DOUG HUCKINS
Daily Outdoor Writer
Cattle rustling, deer poaching and overharvesting of 
Pismo clams are the three most serious problems 
confronting central coast game wardens.
Jack E. Bcdwell, an associate professor in Cal Poly’s 
natural resources management department, said during 
an interview recently that these problems haven’t 
changed since the !920’s.
< "San Luis Obispo and Santa Barbara Counties have a 
serious poaching rustling problem because of the extensive 
farming and ranching that is done here,” said 
Bedwell.
i] Deer poachers will rustle cattle from filed bordering 
country roads if no deer are seen. Most poachers use a .22- 
caliber, scope-mounted rifle and a hand held spotlight to 
shoot the deer or cattle.
"Poachers will drive slowly along country roads, pick 
the animal they pant to shoot, kill it and drive farther 
along the road to a place where they can hide and watch 
their back trail until they feel safe enough to go back 
and get the animal,”  said Bedwell.
Ironically, most ranchers don’t even know that they’ve 
lost an animal from their herd. Many ranchers who have 
several-thousand acre ranches round up their cattle once a 
year, so they can only estimate how many cattle 
they really have. This number may vary because of 
weather, predation, food quality and reproductive 
t capacity of the herd.
Overharvesting of Pismo clams has become very 
serious along the central coast.
Bedwell, who spent 13 of his 29 years as a California 
game warden patrolling the coast form Majibu to the 
Santa Maria River, said he has seen many violations by 
clammers.
.Today there are so many clammers on the beaches that 
wardens cannot set up road blocks to check carl—«  
practice which used to be quite common. >
“They have to watch individuals through binoculars 
until they see someone who is obviously trying to hide 
undersized clams in their boots or cars,” said Bedwell.
Violations such as these lead to long hours and
hazardous situations for the fewer than 300 game 
wardens in California.
“ It used to be quite common for game wardens to get 
shot, maimed or killed in the line of duty,” said 
Bedwell.
Snowshoes, skis, scuba, _ horseback, airplanes, 
snowmobiles, boats, cars and foot travel are utilized in. a 
warden’s Efforts to uphold the game laws and educate 
the public.
OBEY THE LAW— 
Know and obey the hunting 
and fishing regulations.
WHAT LIM IT?—You 
can have a great day 
without, taking your limit.
SHARE GAME AND 
FISH—Share your game or 
fish with your host, the 
landowner. ,
USE GAME—Clean, care 
for and utilize your game or 
catch.
APPRECIATE—Just be­
ing out there is what it’s all 
about.
• \  -fV.
y&eJcm<j ^ Palace
OF SAN LUIS OBISPO 
"WHERE YOU DINE AMONG FRIENDS' 
MANDARIN CUISINE 
LUNCH TUES-FRI 11:30-2 
DAILY SPECIAL $1.95 
includes: PAN FRIED CHOW MEIN, 
VEGETABLES, A EGG FRIED RICE.
DINNER TUES.-SUN. 5-10 pm.
208 HIGUERA ST.
544-8747
WHERE TO GO 
WHEN YOU 
DON'T KNOW 
WHERE TO GO
<4/ means "the mushroom"
*nd if a tittle restaurant tucked away 
in the Creamery with a nice, 
infot. I, friendly atmosphere and an 
open air patio, servmn fresh foods 
prepared with naairal ingredients
For lunch and Saturdjy/Sundiiv 
Brunch A /  t f m f r  serves excellent 
omelettes with a cup of fresh fruit 
and homemade banana bread, crepes, 
*""■ hamburgers, sandwiches, salads, etc.
For dinner, a varied menu including 
vegetarian specialties and a ' ’special 
menu" every day.
The prices at range from
$2.10 for lunch and from $3,25 for 
i dinner.
Lunch 11-3 Tuesday-Friday 
Brunch 9-3 Saturday A Sunday 
Dinner 5:30-10 Tuesday-Saturday
570 Higuera St 
|in the Creamery) 
544-9902
PRESBYTERIAN B B Q
WELCOMING NEW & RETURNING STUDENTS
T H I S  S U N D A  Y  —  5 :0 0  P M
4 » . • ’ • _ V__........ ■ . , . . ’ »
AT THE PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH, MARSH & MORRO, 
DOWNTOWN NEAR THE POST OFFICE —$2.75 DONATION
SUNDAY WORSHIP: 8:30 & 11:00 PASTORS: JACK SPRINGER & ED GIROD
Si JOHN WILLLIAMS
YOUR POLY CAMPUS PASTOR Bruce Tjaden — United Campus Ministry
Campus Christian Center 544-3710 
Across from Poly’s Health Center
k
V y ,  • .
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Enrollment applications at Cal Poly top CSUC
BY KATHEE LEDBETTER
Dally SUN Writer
Situated in a pleasant mountain valley, with excellent 
climate, geographical location and many programs 
emphasizing job preparation, Cal Poly is one of 
California’s most popular college campuses.
Cal Poly students are presented with an ideal location 
and future advantages in the job market, but many are 
also presented with impacted majors and difficulties in 
admission.
Jerald Holley, Director of Admissions and Records, 
said Cal Poly is becoming increasingly popular and over 
4,500 students (out of 11,000 applications) for fall 1979 
were turned away after 4,000 were refused admission in 
1978.
“ Students should send in applications on time,” 
advised Holley. “ There are excellent chances of getting 
in, but the school is popular and we fill up quickly. We 
close most departments by the end of the filing period in 
November'.’
Holley said about 50 percent of Cal Poly’s majors are 
impacted. He explained impacted technically means a 
department is closed and has to turn away applicants by 
the end of the November Filing period. He said most of 
the remaining departments are closed soon after, but 
these are not technically termed as impacted.
Dr. Russell Brown, Dean of Students, said Cal Poly’s 
increasing number of impacted departments can be 
related to the university’s reputation as one of the top
state institutions.
Brown added students are realizing jobs are harder to 
come by and this may be a main factor in the increase in 
popularity.
“ Cal Poly’s practical career oriented programs are 
more appealing now,”  said Brown. “ Cal Poly has an 
excellent reputation in the job market.”
Holley said he thinks there are three main reasons for 
Cal Poly’s popularity. Many programs at Cal Poly are 
not generally available at all campuses, such as 
architecture. Cat Poly’s graduates have an excellent 
reputation and the geographic locatiqn is excellent— 
mountains, the beach and a smog-free environment.
Two of Cal Poly’s departments have traditionally been 
impacted majors. Architecture and agriculture are most 
popular and the business department is becoming an 
impacted major consistently in recent years.
“ We had to turn away over a thousand students this 
year for the school of architecture, and we also turned 
away over a thousand in business,” Holley said.
Chris Schumacher,, who is majoring in animal science 
(under the school of Agriculture and Natural Resources,) 
said she didn’t realize how popular Cal "Poly is until she 
registered too late and found her department closed for 
fall.
r She said her reasons for choosing Cal Poly were a 
combination of liking the location and the department.
Dr. Robert K. Coe, Dean of the School of Business 
Administration and Education, said all 19 campuses 
within the state university system offer the business 
degree, but reasons students may choose to study
SURPR1SH
HP M akes professional calculators students can afford.
Now when you think “professional calculator,” 
think "affordable" Specifically, think Hewlett- 
Packard Series E —a full line of professsional 
scientific and business calculators designed for a 
student’s needs and budget.
Easy for study. All Series E calculators fea­
ture a large, bright LED display with commas to 
separate thousands.
Self checking. Built-in diagnostic systems help 
you catch and correct errors. Saves time and worry.,
Extra accuracy. New, improved algorithms 
give you more precise and complete answ ers—for 
greater confidence.
Extra features. Low battery warning light. 
Rechargeable batteries. Positive click keys.
; fo r  science and engineering students:
The HP-31E Scientific $50*
The HP-32E Advanced Scientific with Statistics. $70? 
The HP-33E Programmable Scientific. $90?
For business and finance students:
The HP-37E Business Management. $75?
The HP-38E Advanced Financial with Program­
mability. $120?
O K. Looks like you can afford a professional 
calculator. But why do you need one? Glad you 
asked. The answer is in our booklet, "A buyer's 
guide to HP professional calculators!’ It’s loaded 
with tips on buying the Series E calculator tha t’s 
right for you. For your copy, stop by your nearest 
HP dealer. For the address, CALL TOLL-FREE, 
800-648-4711 except from Alaska or Hawaii. In 
Nevada, call 800-992-5710.
HEWLETT  J t;  PACKARD
D l f t  I N K .  1000 N O. ctfete OHO., CorvaOte. O R  I7 1 IO
"S u ffrtted  retail price excluding applicable state and local taxes —  Continental U S A .  Alaska and Hawaii |*
business at Cal Poly include the location, a strong 
statewide alumni recommendation, and that Cal Poly 
has., historically been professionally oriented and has 
maintained that reputation. He added one reason the 
school is becoming increasingly popular is because it is 
difficult to get in. j
“ Scarcity tends to create own demand," he 
explained. “ As people find it more difficult (b get in, it 
becomes a challenge.”
Coe said he suspects the business school is the most 
impacted on campus. ‘
Dr. George Eastham, acting Economics department 
head, said Cal Poly students have an excellent college' 
reputation. /
“ Employers like Cal Poly students and the students 
know it,’* he said. “ A degree from here is worth 
something in the job market.”
Business major Dennis De Sousa said one [eason he 
chose to study at Cal Poly was because of Poly’s good 
ji b placement record for graduates. '
Business major Allison Barnes, pointed out an 
unpleasant aspect of the impaction’ of the business 
department.
“ There is a strong Atmosphere of competition amohg 
students and the department is not very personalized,” 
she said. • L' ,
As another heavity Impacted major, architecture, is 
impacted both system wide and locally, according to 
Terri Jaber, coordinator for supplementary admission 
procedures in the School of Architecture and 
Environmental design.
“ There are five majors in the school of architecture,” 
she said. “ Three are impacted System wide and fall 
under special admission procedures, and two are locally 
impacted and follow regular admission procedures.”
Jaber said she notes an increase in applicants to the 
school of architecture this year. One factor involved a 
limited amount of colleges offering architecture.
“ There are only Tour schools in California—San Luis 
Obispo and Pomona within the system and also Berkeley 
and USC,” she said. |
Architecture major Mark Despfantes said Cal Poly is 
well known and highly thought of in the field. He said 
he is near graduation and already has a job in 
architecture lined up in San Diego.
“ l told them 1 was from Cal Poly and that was the 
main help in getting the job,” he said.
“ Employers like Cal Poly graduates because Cal Poly 
stresses practical and Work knowledge opposed to the 
theoretical orientation of other campuses.”
Because architecture is impacted, Desplantes said 
problems occur in that students are easily referred to as 
numbers. He said there is no personalization when there 
are too many people.
He first attended the college under the major of 
Industrial Engineering to get in the school.
“ But instructors noticed that I was taking all 
architecture classes and I was advised that that was not 
the way to do it,’,’ he said. “ They recommended that I 
go to a junior college in Visalia to take courses in 
architecture and when 1 came back and applied here, I 
was accepted.”
“ My best advice is to pick the department that you 
want and apply for it on time, and if you don’t make it 
try it again another quarter,” said Holley.
ACTIVE PEOPLE SHOP
AT
Bef/o'
SPORTING GOODS
Shoes for casual 
and active use 
from $19.95
Packs-*— Bike or Day 
World Class Waterproof Nylon
4 weights from $13.50
Tank Suits— Mens or W om ens by
speedo;
Tights, Leotards, Trunks
___  _ T DAMWH.
S H O R TS , Plain or Trim m ed
Cotton or Nylon 886 Monterey Street
from $3.25 Sa n  Lu is  O b ispo , Ca l if . 95401
<>
a
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ROCK-TOP H O M E— Morro rock is the windy 
home of a peregrine falcone. A few of the-
Santa
birds eggs have been transplanted to 
University of California breeding facility.
■MlI
Bike tour guide offered
San Luis Obispo has nfcarly 100 miles of bicycle paths 
and routes meandering throughout this scenic community 
and a touringguide is now available to all riders.
The chamber of commerce offers a pamphlet complete 
with a mileage chart and maintenance tips for bicyclists 
just in time for the fall bicycling season.
The map specifies bicycle paths and routes within San 
Ljjjs Obispo and outside the city Unfits. Traffic flows, 
road conditions and steep grades are listed with each 
route and campgrounds are also labeled.
For a copy of the Bicycle Guide for San Luis Obispo, 
'  write the SLO Chamber of Commerce, 1039 Chorro 
Street, San Luis Obispo, CA 93401.
A N N O U N C IN G
Lenius A> 
Company
C A Total Hair Care Salon
hatches breeding program
* BY HARRY ATCHISON
Daily SUM Writer *
Some county residents ( are being carefully
watched—so that their kind won’t vanish off the face 
of the earth.
They’re peregrine falcons. The once-cosmopolitan 
birds today are not found east of the Rockies, said 
Hyrum Strong, ‘ a fund raiser for the Audubon 
Society. Strong raised over $2,600 from 500 local 
society members to support a captive breeding 
program that is trying to enlarge the population of 
the endangered species.
The captive breeding program operates on the West 
Coast out of the University of California at Santa 
Cruz. In the program, eggs from nests in the wild are- 
taken to Santa Cruz to incubate. Strong said. If they 
hatch, the chicks are put back—often in different 
t sts. .•*
There are two falcon nesting areas in San Luis 
Obispo County. One is at H u ffs  Hole, a remote part 
of the north county's Santa Lucia wilderness. The 
other nesting area, at Morro Rock, is the only place 
in California where sightseers can catch a glimpse of 
peregrines. Strong said. __ ‘
In April, the falcons on Morro Rock were given.a 
pair of chicks that originally came from the Shasta 
lake area. At last report, the small falcons are
trf- :~ii
maturing well, said Strong. He said 1977 was “ a 
disaster area.” First the eggs wouldn't hatch. Then 
someone shot and killed the male falcon.
But good fortune prevailed: the female found—or 
stole—a lone male (peregrine falcons usually pair up 
for life).
“ It was like a soap opera—the Perils of Pauline 
Peregrine,” said Strong.
The falcon’s greatest enemy is man. Strong said. In 
part, this is because of the high value placed on 
falcons in many parts of the world. Overseas, one 
peregrine falcon can put $10,000 into a smuggler’s 
pocket. In Arabian sheikdoms, where the sport of 
falconry is popular, the price is twice as high, he said.
Man's chemicals cause additional problems for the 
peregrines. The pesticide DOT causes the falcons to 
lay thin-shelled, unfertile eggs. Strong said. This 
occurs because falcons that migrate south feed on 
birds that are infested with DDT.
“ The Latin American countries just don't control 
the way they use pesticides,” said Strong.
The falcons that .nest in the Canadian tundra are 
doomed to extinction because of this, he said.
Still, there is cause for optimism, Strong said. He 
said he expects the peregrine falcon to make a 
comcbackand he predicted there would be nests east of 
the Rockies within a year.
DAVID LEMUS GERIFATURGS
EVIE MARSHALL PAM SHEARER
Relations class strives for realism
(continuad (rampage 6)
before he placed them in internships. He 
hoped the course would give him a reading 
of these capabilities.
Problems with authenticity in role- 
playing could arise, according to Fiorito, 
but he said he thought he could build 
students’ trust level high enough to en­
courage their genuine responses. After 
students relaxed in role-playing, he said he 
thought they could act out and deal with 
real problems they would encounter in 
internships, jobs and in helping friends or
relatives.
The three-unit course is listed as a lecture 
Class, but Fiorito stressed it would be 
process-oriented, with little book-work 
involved-
Although “ The Helping Relationship” is 
limited to child development students this 
quarter, Fiorito said if interest is high 
enough, more sections of the course may be 
added in future quarters. He said other 
departments, including education and 
liberal studies, had already expressed 
interest in the class.
Save on Our Daily Luncheon Specials
LARGE
with coupon
Sr
fell i l l Good Thru Sept 27 iy» m. Santa Rosa
10% off on Drafting Supplies 
to Cal Poly Students
T-squares, compasses, French Curves, 
Drawing Boards, and Covers.-
Offer good until O ct 15 
Must show ID card. *
also featuring 
LUXO
lamps by Ledu.
MISSION STATIONERY
r60 Higuera, San Luis Obispo 544-f
MillJfilJfGlM
Red Cross is counting on you.
0 0 0
111 11 11111 11 ™
The Spindle 
Body Covers 
Karma
Haslam’s Pant Shak 
Zocolo
California Coldrush 
The Leather Shop 
Footloose 
The Koffee Klatsch 
The Nut Barrel 
The Gold Concept 
Simply Scrumptious 
P.M.’s
Wine Street Inn 
Wine Street Wines 
The Natural Impulse
16 UNIQUE SHOPS LO CATED  ON 
SAN LUIS OBISPO MISSION PLAZA
788 Higuera San Luis Obispo
I
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Hypnosis center: improvement by suggestion
BY DIANA BURNELL
-  I  M y  Staff Wrttar
Searching for the perfect Christmas gift for that 
person who has everything? Wendy Schonwetter thinks 
she may have the answer to that dilemma, by offering 
gift certificates for hypnosis sessions.
Wendy Schonwetter, the founder of the Professional 
Hypnosis Center, thinks that she will offer gift 
certificates for her services this Christmas, so that she 
can pick up business during a slow season for service 
oriented businesses, and people can help their friends.
“ It rubs me the right way,”  the young woman said of 
her idea.
Schonwetter studied hypnosis at the California School 
of Professional Hypnosis and completed the course in 
February.
~  “ People get to feeling they are n o tin  control of their 
life. They fed cruddy about their sd f,”  she said. “ 1 
want to alleviate that rotten feding.”
She has been in business in Arroyo Grande for three 
months and has treated about 80 people in that time.
She hypnotizes people for a wide range of reasons,
1 from wdght loss and smoking, to relaxation and sports 
performance. She has even hypnotized someone who 
wanted to learn to whistle. » ' .
Her hypnotizing technique is not that of the 
stereotyped magician swinging the watch in front of 
someone’s face. She said she will rarely use objects, 
preferring to stick with describing pleasant feelings and 
working with imagery.
Her programs emphasize positive affirmations, and a 
mental retraining.
In talking about her weight loss program, which 
involves six sessions, she said she has to retrain the 
person to think like a thin person. She gives them 
suggestions on how to perceive food as not as interesting 
as before.
“ Hypnosis starts the ball rolling,” she said. “ The 
person’s interest in food doesn’t disappear. They react to 
my suggestions, and the mind eventually catches on 
naturally.”
Schonwetter said that people are startled at first when 
they realize they are not behaving in a way they are 
accustomed to.
Hypnosis, she said, is a state somewhere between _ 
being awake and asleep. In effect, she continued, it is 
producing a state where the brain will produce alpha 
waves on command. The brain produces alpha waves 
normally when a person is relaxing. —
Schonwetter said there are two main myths about
hypnosis. One states a person under hypnosis doesn’t 
hear or see anything. She said that this is not true. The 
subject can hear every word, and is aware of everything 
going on, but can’t really concentrate. She said it is 
similar to the feeling experienced when you arc just 
falling asleep.
The other belief, is that the hypnotist can tell the 
subject to do something when he or she hears a noise or 
a certain word, is also not true. She said that nothing is 
going to happen, unless the subject wants it to happen.
Schonwetter said that * a great part o f  the art of 
hypnosis is the power of suggestion. If someone is 
extremely skeptical, her method would probably not 
work.
Another thing she works with is the effortlessness of 
what the person is trying to achieve. She equated it with 
trying hard to fall asleep—you try and try, but the 
harder you try, the further from sleep you are. As soon 
>4 you stop trying you fall asleep.
Her treatment begins with a free consultation to meet 
the person, dicuss the problem, and find out if they are 
going to have any problems with rapport.
If there are rapport problems, she said she will not go 
through with the case.
So far, most of her clients have gone on her weight 
loss program. Most are women between the ages of 30 
and 35. She has had very few students come in, but feds 
that it is mainly a financial burden to them, not that 
they are any less interested in what she has to offer.
She is available by appointment orily at 481-5341.
UNDER HER SP E LtT-H yp no tist Wendy 
Schonwetter offers gift certificates for her 
hypnosis sessions.
Students are a high risk,, says bank VP
BY DIANA BURNELL
M y S M I  Wrttar
Bank of America has 
discontinued the student 
VISA credit card program 
because of problems with 
students not paying theig 1 
bills, said Bernice R tor dan* • 
a member of the Bank o f 
American news relations' i 
staff. -
No in fo rm a tio n  is 
available on the percentage 
of students who defaulted 
on their accounts, said Rich
WELCOME BACK!
Fix up comfortably—  
We stock
Screens . Screen Doors 
- Bulletin Board Cork
Drafting Table Linoleum 
Shelving Supplies
Window Shades 
Folding J)oors 
Carpet — Floor Tile 
Linoleum
oand
Lots of Tools and Supplies
Yes, and Pools and Hot Tub Supplies
This 1 0 %  O F F  Coupon good through OCTOBER 30
Fuller, assistant^- vtcfc- 
president with Bankcard 
Services in San Francisco. 
This is because the student 
VISA card accounts are not 
separated from other 
a c c o u n ts  ,i. o n ce  th e  
ap p lica tio n  has been 
received and the card issued, 
he said.
In place of the student
VISA card service, Bank of 
America now offers a “ non­
cardholder instant cash 
service,” said Rick Bayman, 
a loan officer at the bank’s 
Higuera St, branch.
To qualify for the 
“ instant cash service” an 
applicant must be a full­
tim e stu d en t at the 
sophomore level or higher
with an income that is high 
enough to leave at least 
$200 after fixed expenses 
(rent and loan payments).
After a student has had 
the “ Instant cash seryice” 
for 18 months or more'his 
or account can be
reviewed for either an 
increase in the credit limit 
or for granting of a VISA 
card, said Bayman.
A student credit card 
service is still offered by 
both United California 
Bank and by Wells Fargo 
Bank. A Master Charge 
card Trom Wells Fargo is 
given to students under 
about the same requirements 
as the old student VISA 
p ro g ram , said  G erry
Jacinto, assistant manager 
of the Bankcard Service 
credit department in San 
Francisco.
The limit, for credit 
extended on a student card 
is $300 for under graduates 
and $400’ 'j  for graduate 
students, Jacinto said- 
When students become 
employed, they may ask for 
a higher credit limit in 
keeping with job earnings.
Jacinto said the Master 
Charge student program has 
experienced a higher-than- 
normal delinquency rate.
The student Master 
Charge plan is offered by 
United California Bank and 
by Wells Firgo bank as a 
courtesy to students.
STUDENT DISCOUNT 
SPECIAL
r
i
i
l 2 far I before 4pm
| with thin coupon
| .:
Ji020SoutktcoodDr.
^C Q U E T B A L L /H A N D B A L L  
ENTHUSIASTS!!
INCLUDED A T NO EXTRA CHARGE WITH 
COURT RENTAL...
• Tournament Level Temperature
Controlled Courts
• Men’s and Wbmen’s Carpeted Dressing
Rooms with Ample Lockers and 
Showers
• Men’s and Women's Saunas
• Universal Weight /Exercise Equipment
• Upper and Lower Deck Social /Viewing
Lounges
• Glass Walled Court"
—4
WE ALSO FEATURE...
• Pro Shop and Equipment Rentals
• Group and Private Instruction
• Tournaments and Challenge Ladder
• Plenty of On-Site Parking
1020 Southwood Dr. ! 
San Luis Obispo
For court Reservations 
CaH 541-1816
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CONTIM. 
CLOTHKS
BLAZERS JEANS 
SWEATERS NIGHTGOWNS 
ACCESSORIES 895 MONTEREY 
SAN LUIS OBISPO, CALIF. 93401
• footwear • men’s & women’s 
active sportswear -tennis & 
raquetball equipment • racquet 
stringing team outfitters - 
service with a smile’ - Visa & M/C 
Store hours: Mon.thru Sat. 9:30 -5 -3 0  
open Thursday nights till 9 
1060 OSOS ST, SAN LUIS OBISPO
- - r - — ------- — --------------- T7— — — y-
BACK TO SCHOOL SPECIAL! 
10% CAL POLY DISCOUNT 
WITH ANY SHOE PURCHASE!
TENNIS RACQUrTVOLLEYBALLJOGGINGCLEATS RACING
Most Complete Athletic Footwear StoreSan Lais Obispo
10-f nut
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ALFRED PAQUETTE PANTS $16-$10
This great fitting pant is a natural to team upRichly tailored wood coordinates. Choose 
slim skirts, pants, blouses and sweaters. with tops or sweaters. Casual cordurc 
dressy gaberdines 5-13. D T U S  M B  ACamel, grey and navy. 5-13. D T US
$26*70
Mix and match your favorites fora total look this 
fall. Jackets, pants, skirts, blouses and sweaters.
Affordable plus fashion is sure to make these 
dresses a hit this back to school season. 5-13.
D T U S  M B  A T
BYER TOPS BLOUSES BY JONATHAN MARTIN $20
Soft gathers set off the fall fever for fashion. An 
array of voiles, cotton knits, chinellis.and terry
Shirred shoulders with flattering neck tie in
redwood. 5-13. D T  US
W elcom e Back Cal Poly
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Bishop’s Peak: A tough climb to the summit
Halfway to  the top and already m y tongue Is sticking to  
the ro o f o f  m y mouth. H ope I  brought enough water. Mid- 
afternoon Is not a good tim e to  be climbing Bishop's Peak.
Bishop’s Peak, that m an of rock and dirt in majestic 
repose west of Cal Poly, offers some very challenging day 
hikes. Bishop’s is also the hang-out for those locals who 
throw their bodies at the rock faces, with masochistic desire, 
for fun. Some call them rock climbers. Whichever poison 
one chooses. Bishop’s Peak is an excellent place for escaping 
to reality.
Some of the more distinct characteristics of Bishop’s are 
the brooding rock cliffs, the crown-like summit blocks, and 
the " P ” . According to local legend, the “ P* 
to be a **B”  f o r F  *
finish his work of debauchery, he fell to his death leaving the 
half-finished “ B’\  /
i
Ahh, shade. I never thought it could fee l so good. A fo rk  
in the trail. I ’U take the left one, it goes up kill. Poison 
oak—bummer. I  lost the trail. Bushwacklng up kill. This 
isn't fun . Why am I doing this? Because i t ’s  there. No, too  
cliche. The challenge. N o. I  could be doing homework. 
There’s  the trail. Just below  that dum p o f  boulders.
There arc many ways to gain the top of the mountain, but 
the simplest route is from the southwest shoulder. Just after 
the last house on Foothill Boulevard, while heading west, 
there will be a turn-out on the right hand side of the road. 
This is the most convtpient place to park since it’s at the 
base of the southwest shoulder. Carefully hop the barbed 
w k r  fence and cross the pasture in northerly direction
thetowards a belt of scrub oaks about mid-way up 
mountain.
From the oak trees there will be a trail leading up the side 
of the mountain. Follow it to the boulder field just below the 
summit. At the boulder field there is a trail that makes a  
northerly traverse of the west face. Follow it for about 50 
yards then begin beating the brush up hill.
Because Bishop’s is climbed so often in the summer, there 
is a network of trails rather than just one. So just keep the 
summit blocks in sight and pick the trail with the least 
poison oak, and you’ll find yourself on the summit.
On top, there’s a trail that snakes its way to the summit 
blocks. The second pinnacle is the true summit, but the first 
offers a better view. On a dear day it’s possible to take in the 
view of the P.G.AE. power plant towers in M otto Bay. One
(continued on page 6)
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THE ASI PROGRAM BOARD  
WOULD LIKE TO INVITE YOU TO 
GET INVOLVED!!
Like to have a say inihow your ASI Activities Fee gets spent? join one of 
, the various Program Board committees and help program and coordinate 
the many activities which are made possible because of those feesl The 
Program Board provides cultural, social and recreational programs for 
the student body through the following committees:
"f '
C O N C ER T S
The essential goal of the Concert Committee is to provide, produce and 
coordinate a concert program of major entertainers from the various 
catergories of the concert field in an effort to serve the varied interests of 
the students of Cal Poly. Meetings are held on Thursdays at 6:00p.m. in 
UU 220 1
.C R A F T  C E N T E R  1
The Craft Center is a comfortable place to explore and express your 
|creativity. Get involved in a low-cast student taught workshop, or come in 
| and work at your own pace on your own projects. We offer a free tool
checkout service as well as a supplies store to meet your basic craft needs 
Come in and see us Monday thru Saturday from 10a.m. to lOp.m 
Sundav from noon to 10p.m. downstairs in the University Union.
and
O U TIN G S
The Outings Committee provides the students, faculty and staff of Cal 
Poly with the opportunity to leam by practical experience the many 
varieties of activities in outdoor recreation. The committee meets weekly 
on Tuesdays at 7:00p.m. in the UU220. New suggestions for other trips 
are always welcome and we encourage all members of the university 
community to take advantage of the Escape Route located on the lower 
level of the University Union, room 104. Phone: 546-1287^
( R E C R EA TIO N S & T O U R N A M E N T S
This committee provides programming and activities for students to enjoy 
during leisure time. Games, classes, demonstrations, tournaments and 
special
regarding meeting times and 
Activities Planning Center 546 2476
I events are some of our programming areas. For more information 
i locations, check the 'Pony' or contact the
FILM S
The goal of the Films Committee is to bring the students of Cal Poly a
variety of entertaining films each quarter for the students' enjoyment.' If 
n helping us select and show these films feel free to 
held every Tuesday at U a.m . in room 220 of the 
g the complete Pink Panther series 
Series and Television Programming
The Speaker's Forum programs and coordinates various speakers for the 
entertainment and enlightenment of Cal Poly students. The committee
come to our meetings
University Union. We will be showin 
‘ ‘ iqua
will also be active
this rter and the Monday Night
FIN E A RTS
^The Fine Arts Committee strives to bring quality art. music, drama, and 
dance to the Cal Poly campus for the enjoyment of the students and 
faculty. Fine A ru is responsible for putting on Galerie exhibits, the 
Quintessence series of music and other various programs. We welcome 
any and all interested persons to join in programming and producing our 
fine shows. Please contact Holly Smith at the Activities Planning Center 
546-2476 for more information.
45-
s p e a k e r s  FORUM
, 
i  i
has brought such famous names as writer Hunter S. T hompson. 
Ambassador Allard K. Lowenstein. writer George Plimpton, and actress 
Jane Fonda, among others to Cal Poly in the past. New members are 
welcome to our meetings held on Tuesdays at 11a.m. in UU 218.
SPECIA L EVENTS
We are the perpetual perpetrators of low budget, high grade 
entertainment Tne Special Events Committee provides unique 
entertainment in the form of small concerts, comedians, mimes, 
recreation festivals and the like. We also sponsor performers featuring 
student and local semi professional talent. Our first meeting will be on 
Tuesday. September 25 at 1 la.m . in UU 216-Come join us!
JOIN THE PROGRAM BOARD FAMILY OF FRIENDS!
★ a a For fu rth e r in fo rm ation  regard ing  these com m it- a ' a *^  W  tees, please cbh tact R andy D onan t o r Holly Sm ith  ^  wC «  
at the  Activities P lann ing  C en ter in the  University 
U nion. Ph. 546-2476.
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PICKING CO R N — Randy Steiger walks through a com field project he 
shares with three other Cal Poly students. They harvest the com by 
hand Into backpack-like carriers. The corn Is sold at Cal Poly and also
Campus corn is
at San Luis Obispo supermarkets, Steiger said. He said profits are 
shared by the university and students working on the project
BY C A R O L Y N  
GOULDING
OaS>SUHWlWt
In this era of mechanized 
agrifulture, Cal Poly has 
some crops harvested by
A two and one-half said Randy Steiger, one of
acre sweet corn project— 
located below the dairy 
unit—is being farmed by 
four students who have to 
harvest the corn by hand.
#  #
the enterprise’s students.
The students wear a special 
back pack into which they 
tow the ripe ears of corn that 
they pick. After the pack is
CASUAL W EAR FOR TH E  
DISCR IM INATIN G IN D IVID UAL
Casual Wear for the 
idiscrim inating individual
879 Hlguera Street 
San Luis Obispo 
543-2211 
If you  love the ocean, sun  
and fresh a ir breezes...
. . .w e ’re m ade for each other
Largest selection of
Ocean Pacific for Men and Women 
Hang Ten, Offshore, Quicksilver 
and Stubbies
O'Neill, Body Glove and Ripcuri Wetsuits 
McCoy and J .G . Surfboards and Supplies 
Wet Suit Repair and Alterations
topped with about three 
doges ears, they have to trim 
and box the corn, said 
Steiger, who is a senior crops 
science major.
They try to harvest the 
corn early in the morning 
because the sugar content 
drops as the day warms up, 
he said. When the sugar 
content drops, the sweet 
flavor leaves the corn.
“ We pick about 40 to 50 ' 
dozen a day,” said Steiger. 
“ We pick three or four hours 
a day because we have to pick 
it, trim it and box it."
He said that there are 
about 30,000 stalks in his 
project, each bearing two 
ears of corn. Calculating at 
five <}ozen ears per case, 
there are about 1,000 cases of 
corn for them to harvest.
Their work schedule for 
the corn is worked around 
their class schedule, he said. 
Their work hours are limited 
because of their classes.
Most of the com is taken 
to the campus produce store 
to be sold. The store sells as 
much as the students are able 
to provide, he said.
" If  I pick 40 dozen today,
I’m sure it will sell im­
mediately,’’ he said.
“ We a ls o  se ll to  
Ellsworth’s Market o Broad 
St. and to Williams Brothers 
Market.’’
So far, they have been able 
to provide corn only for the 
campus store, he said.
He said that many 
customers drive to the com 
Field to buy it if the store is 
out. The people in this area 
prefer Cal Poly com because 
they say it is fresh and sweet 
tastihg, he said.
The prices they charge are 
competitive with the com 
shipped in from the San 
Joaquin Valley.
The students sell the com 
at six ears for SI. The valley 
com is sold at Five ears for $1 
early in the season, he said, 
and when com is plentiful it 
is sold at eight ears for SI.
The com brought in from 
the valley, which is machine 
harvested, loses its sweet 
flavor before it is eaten. The 
com has to be eaten within a 
day or two after being picked 
in order for the sweet flavor 
to be savored, he said.
The com was planted in
five one-week intervals in 
order for the harvest to 
continue over several weeks, 
Steiger said. This also allows 
time for both classes and 
harvest.
Another sweet com en­
terprise project was planted 
two weeks after Steiger's 
group began planting. Their 
harvest will continue for at 
least two weeks after his 
harvest is over, he said.
After the harvest, the 
students pay one-third of 
their gross income to the Cal 
Poly Foundation, he said. 
That pays for the use of the 
land, water and facilities.
“ We are billed separately 
for the use of the tractors and 
machinery.”
The school bills them for 
the seed, fertilizer and 
pesticides that they use, he 
said. When they were 
assigned the project, they 
were given the responsibility 
of cultivation, fertilization, 
and harvest. The net profit is 
then divided among the four 
students, he said.
“ We think we will each 
make $800 to $1,000 this 
year.”
' I ’
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Manager turnover rates n  
high for Plant Shop
Agriculture
BY C A R O L Y N  
GOULDING
Daily Matt Writer
When it . comes to 
managers, the Cal Poly plant 
shop probably has one of the 
highest turnover rates on 
campus. Y
The turnover is not due to 
poor management, but to 
allow several students the 
opportunity to gain authentic 
experience in retail sales and 
customer relations, said Mrs. 
Charlotte “ Cheri" Burns, 
Poly Plant Shop adviser.
The Poly Plant Shop, 
Iccated in the Ornamental 
Horticulture unit, is placed 
u n d e r  new s tu d e n t  
management each academic 
quarter. In summer the plant 
shop was run by senior 
floriculture major Ed Perry 
and Chris Murphy, a design 
major.
Manager Perry, 21, said he 
had the responsibility of 
running the shop. He ex­
plained that his duties were 
to work 20 hours each week 
and be available during the 
28 hours that the shop is 
open.
^  He said he often came to
work early so that he could 
change the displays, restock 
the items on display and 
begin any work on flower 
arrangement orders.
He said that he tried to get 
those chores done before he 
opened for business because 
once the customers began 
arriving, he ■ would not be 
able to later.
. Perry worked alone in the 
shop. He said that he helped 
the customers select plants 
and answer any questions. 
He had reference books on 
hand if he did not know the
He also offered advice to 
his customers during a sale.
“ Before you put this in 
water, be sure to cut the 
stem,’' he told a customer as 
he wrapped a Long-Stemmed 
Rose with some Leather-Leaf 
Fern and Baby's Breath in 
green tissue paper.
The 22 year-old manager 
shared the responsibility of 
running . the shop with 
assistant manager Murphy.
Murphy, 21, said that she 
worked 10 hours each 
week—the hours that Perry
was not at the shop. She said 
that the both of them worked 
together two hours on 
Saturday.
The most interesting part 
of her job, she said, was 
filling orders, setting up the 
displays and helping th e ' 
customers select plants.
Murphy said she benefited 
from “ the experience of sales 
and dealing with people when 
they come in. I try to sell a 
little something extra.”
Perry and Murphy had 
conducted business in a 
different location than the 
original shop next to the 
ornamental horticulture 
greenhouse. Now, the plant 
shop is inside the corridor of 
th^ e greenhouse.
The business was set up in 
a fragrant but busy in­
tersection of ornamental 
horticulture labs and the 
everyday managerial duties 
of the greenhouse. The cross 
traffic did not disturb the 
shop’s business according to 
Perry.
“ 1 feel we've been doing 
quite well.”
The move allowed two 
floral design courses to be
Student seeks way to lower 
energy bill with pig wastes
BY « L L  HENDRICKSON
When Jerome Petrie 
describes his energy-saving 
swine project, he economizes 
on words.
“ The reason for my senior 
project is that swine stink,” 
he said flatly. "Whatever 
you smell is energy going to 
waste.”
For nearly two years, the 
67 year-ola animal science 
major has been compiling 
information on converting 
swine waste^-or bio-mass— 
into methane.
The concept dates back at 
least to the Ming Dynasty, 
and during the second half of 
this century it has been tried 
around China, India and 
South Africa with moderate 
success.
But in the past two years, 
technological research on 
methane conversion has 
skyrocketed in Western 
Europe and North America.
Newly discovered methods of 
turning animal waste into 
energy could mean a lot of 
money for the swine in­
dustry. *
“ Look at it from a pig’s 
point of view,”  Petrie 
suggests.
The close quarters used fot 
raising pigs lead to a slow 
methane and carbon dioxide 
poisoning which reduces the 
a n im a ls ’ m e ta b o lic  
processes.
“ If you remove the stink, 
you increase the efficiency of 
the pig to put on weight,” he 
says. “ It makes nice little 
pork chops.”
Not only can farmers 
improve, the quality and 
market value of meat, but 
they can also turn the animal 
wastelnto a profit, he said.
Much pig feed ends up as 
waste material, and the waste 
can be converted to methane 
for heating and lighting. This 
reduces utility bills. The
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TEST-TU B E FLOW ERS— Poly Plant Shop Manager Ed Perry arranges 
flowers into test tube-like holders. He said he spends about 20 hours 
every week working at the shop, which Is located in the Ornamental 
Horticulture unit.
held in the old shop. One was 
held in the beginning of the 
quarter and another in 
August, he said.
Perry explained that one of 
the reasons for being selected 
as manager was because of 
his floral design experience. 
During the rest of the school
year, he said, there are at 
least two floral design 
s tu d en ts  assisting  the 
manager with cut flower 
orders. That help is not 
available during the summer.
“ About five people help 
with setting up for weddings 
and banquets,”  he said.
Wedding and banquet 
flower arrangement catering 
is done only for Cal Poly 
employees and students, said 
Perry.
Perry said that he also has 
a general knowledge of the 
tropical plants and some 
knowledge of the outdoor 
plants.
money saved buys more feed.
“ You’re becoming self- 
sufficient,”  Petrie said.
Until now, senior projects 
on methane conversion have 
been mostly lab experiments 
that are not directly ap­
plicable to (he industry, he 
said. Because it has already 
been proven that methane 
can be culled from animal 
waste, Petrie said he wants to 
co m e up w ith  th e  
specifications for a finan­
cially profitable, energy- 
efficient confined swine unit.
He is gathering the latest 
scientific research on the 
s u b je c t  th ro u g h  th e  
automated retrieval and 
inter-library loan in Poly’s 
Library. The setup gives 
students computerized access 
to domestic and international 
research sources.
“ The minute I took this 
up, research accelerated to a
(continued oh page 11)
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ENDANGERED SPECIES— This Black Indigo snake belongs to an 
endangered species. They are threatened by over-capturing and poor 
handling. The snakes are Indigenous to Florida and Texas. Also, they
are popular as pets because of their docile nature and glossy 
coloration. — iJ--
Snakes give grad research he can sink teeth into
BY JACK BRADFORD
Dally SUM Writer
Most people might be 
slightly uneasy if they had 
over 70 reptiles in their 
basement, but it doesn’t 
" bother Terry Lilley.
L illey, a Cal PO ty" 
graduate, has several dif­
ferent species of snakes and 
lizards—most of which are 
rare or endangered—that he 
is doing extensive research 
r and observation with at his 
Morro Bay home.
Although he owns some of 
the reptiles, others are on 
loan from dealers, friends 
and Cal Poly.
What he hopes to ac­
complish is to give both wild 
and captive reptiles a better 
chance for survival by 
supplying accurate in­
formation to the public an d . 
dealers.
He also hopes to establish 
captive breeding programs 
for rare and endangered 
' species.
“ I started in biological 
sciences at Cal Poly with an 
emphasis ~ on conservation, 
but I am now more con­
cerned with animal research 
for conservation purposes,” 
Lilley said.
Dr. Fred Andoli Of Cal 
, Poly, who was Lilley*s senior 
project advisor, said he feels 
the Cal Poly grad is working 
on a good program and has a 
good chance for success.
Lilley pointed out that one
reason for a  need to study 
reptile conservation is the 
poor and indifferent at­
titudes of dealers in this 
country and importers 
abroad.
He said native importers 
look at how many specimens 
they can ship at one time and 
not at how many will survive. 
As a result the reptiles are 
grossly overpacked when 
shipped, consequently, Lilley 
said many die.
When a dealer recieves a 
shipment he is not concerned 
with how many are dead, but 
instead he counts the sur­
vivors and adjusts his prices 
to compensate, Lilley said.
Lilley suggested that to 
help alleviate these problems 
dealers should refuse a 
shipment if a certain per­
cen tage are dead or
n n  kjkaltk u - —u i i n c a t i i i y .
Another problem affecting 
reptiles, Lilley said, is the 
lack of knowledge of those 
who handle them.
According to Lilley, 99 
percent of all people who 
handle reptiles have no 
biological knowledge about 
them . In stead , their 
knowledge is concentrated on 
reptile identification.
N ot k n o w in g  th e  
physiological aspects, of 
reptiles when dealing with 
them can be harmful to the 
reptile, Lilley said.
He said it results in im­
proper care, whether by a pet
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owner or a dealer, and 
usually in the death of the 
reptile.
At the*present time, Lilley 
has several Indigo snakes— 
an endangered species from 
Florida—on loan from a 
dealer in Costa Mesa. -»
“ Because of its popularity 
as a pet—and being easy to 
capture—it has been over- 
captured and is now on the 
endangered species list,” 
Lilley said.
Dealers are interested in 
the reptile study, Lilley said. 
Currently, his snakes are 
being observed and used in a 
captive breeding program.
A rare species that Lilley 
has been working with is the- 
Jackson Horned Lizard from 
Mt. Kenya, Africa.
The biologist explained 
that what little information 
he could find on these lizards 
states they rarely breed in, or 
live longer than six months 
in, captivity.
He said that besides having 
the lizards give birth several 
times, he has some that are 
three years old. He said he 
feels that, if handled 
properly, they could live up 
to 12 years in captivity.
Something else he said he 
discovered that wgs not 
previously known about 
Jackson Horned Lizards is 
that they eat garden snails 
and slugs.
"Even David Leakey, who 
is the only legal collector (of 
Jackson Horned Lizards) in 
the world, didn’t know this,” 
Lilley said.
Because of the expense
involved, Lilley said he 
occasionally sells some 
reptiles to friends or dealers.
He said that whenever he 
sells a reptile he always
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includes a supply of food, 
instructions on care and his 
phone number in case of 
problems.
Because some of his 
dealers were not giving out 
the instructions on care, 
Lilley said he has quit selling 
to them.
Lilley admits he is having 
some problems covering 
expenses and is lucky if he 
breaks even. He said he plans 
to apply to get grants for 
assistance.
Lilley said he was en­
couraged by a 15-page letter 
he received from the 
Chameleon Research Center 
in New York. He said it is 
one of the few- places of­
fering grants for reptile 
research.
Besides research and 
observation, Lilley and his 
wife, Karen, take some 
snakes to local grade schools 
and present lectures.
Lilley said they tell the
children snakes are good and 
that the vast majority of 
them are harmless. He does 
caution them against looking 
for snakes unless theyjtnow 
what they are doing or are 
with someone else that does.
“ Kids are very willing to 
learn and have not yet 
learned to fear snakes. Kids 
through the fifth grade have 
not yet grasped the idea of 
their parents that the only 
good snake is a dead one,” 
Lilley said.
POTENTIAL BREEDER— This is one of the two Iguana lizards that Terry 
Lilley hopes to use In a captive breeding program. If the breeding Is 
successful, Lilley said It will be a first. The lizard Is one of many Lilley is 
trying to breed at his Morro Bay home.
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Economics may stop the mining of tar sands
LAND STUD Y— Cal Poly grad student Lowell Zeiinski has been Involved 
In a year long study about the feasibility of revegetation at Indian Knob.
BY RHONDA BOZARTH
OaMy Mall Writer
There’s a lot of oil in tome 
tar lands south of San Luis 
Obispo, but it isn’t yet 
economically feasible for 
Phillips Petroleum Co. to 
mine it, according to Lowell 
Zeiinski, a graduate student 
in agriculture.
Zeiinski has been involved 
in a year long study with 
three other professors in the 
Soil Science Department to 
see whether revegetation of 
the Indian Knob area about 
seven miles south of San Luis 
Obispo would be possible if 
Phillips were to surface mine 
the area.
Phillips has leased the oil 
rights from the owner o f the 
3,000 acres surrounding the 
tar sands, but before it can 
mine the area, it must be able 
to show that the processed 
soil could once again suport
plant life. Zeiinski said 
revegetation must be done 
because of the Surface 
Mining and Reclamation Act 
of 1973.
Zeiinski said that as far as 
he knows, Phillips is not 
investing any more money on 
research for the En­
vironmental Impact Report 
(EIR). Before the tar sands 
could be mined, an EIR is 
required, and Phillips has 
not made a  request to the 
county Planning Department 
for permission to start one, 
according to Larry Schmidt,
ia  the  E n v iro n m en ta l 
Coordinators office, ex­
plained the steps Phillips 
would have to take before an 
EIR could be done. She said 
Phillips would be required to 
submit an application 
outlining its project to the
county Planning Depart­
ment, and if the information 
is in order, the application 
gets sent to the . En­
vironmental Coordinator. 
After a detailed study of its 
own, that office makes a 
recommendation to the 
Board of Supervisors as to 
whether an EIR should be 
done, she said.
Schmidt said in order for 
EIR to be approved, the 
Board of Supervisors must 
issue a negative declaration, 
which is a statement that the 
project will not have an 
advene effect on the en­
vironment.
Schmidt said Diamond 
Plastics Co., which wanted 
to extract oil from tar sands 
in nearby Price Canyon over 
a year ago, was turned down 
because they couldn't get a 
negative declaration.
Zeiinski said Professors
Students who need help in studying, test 
taking, or reading, or budgeting their time 
can attend one of the Learning Assistance 
Center programs scheduled each fall.
The exact times that the programs will be 
offered are listed in the Unschedulc or can 
be obtained by calling 346-1256.
The Learning Assistance Center is a part 
of the Cal Poly Counseling Center, which 
is in room 211 of the Administration 
Building.
Fear, anxiety and loneliness in individual 
sessions and public speaking, self-assertion 
and life planning in group sessions are 
among the subjects dealt with at the 
Counseling Center.
The center also administers vocational- 
career tests, personality tests and national 
testing programs, such as the Law School 
Aptitude Test.
Other services at Poly include:
—a listing of temporary jobs, on and
Delmar Dingus, A David 
Leczynski and RogeT 
Vinande and himself tested 
40 species of plants in the 
field and in the greenhouse to 
find out what would grow the 
best. He said they tested 
oaks, alfalfa, forbs and 
grasses in a sample of the tar 
sands that Phillips sent after 
processing.
“ We considered those 
because they’re what would 
be th e  q u ic k e s t  in 
revegetating the site,’’ 
Zeiinski said. He said those 
species would grow rapidly 
and reduce erosion.
B io lo g ic a l S c ien ces 
Professor V.L. Holland, 
who was also given a grant 
by Phillips, is studying the 
present vegetation at Indian 
Knob. Holland’s assistant, 
Julie Vandcrwier, is taking 
data on the site as part of her 
master’s thesis.
Holland said he and 
V andew ier have been 
collecting, identifying and 
determining the density cover 
of each plant type as well as 
maintaining two weather 
stations to test soil tem­
perature. moisture, - air 
t e m p e r a tu r e ,  an d
precipitation. Holland said 
most of the data collecting is 
finished and the study should 
be completed by this October 
1.
Holland said he would like 
to see native plants used to 
restore the area, which 
consists of Oak Woodland 
and chaparral.
“ If they can’t revegetate 
with native plants, it loses its 
aesthetic appeal,” Holland 
said. He also said if the 
vegetation is changed, the 
animal life and the watershed 
will change too.
Three rare and endangered 
species have been identified 
at Indian Knob, one of which 
is a manzanita shrub that 
only grows in three places in 
San Luis Obispo county— 
and nowhere else in the 
world, said Holland.
Holland stressed that the 
work Phillips is doing now U 
in the preliminary stage. He 
said an EIR would need to 
address such areas as 
w i ld l if e ,  a r c h e o lo g y , 
hydrology, potential smog, 
traffic, geology, economy, 
noise and aesthetics.
He said there is no way the 
study can tell for sure 
whether revegetation would 
work and they just have to 
determine the probability 
that it could work because, 
“ You can never be sure until 
after you do it.”
The owner of the 3,000
acres at the Indian Knob the cattle business and if the 
area, Joseph Ouidetti, said, oil were to be mined; he , 
“ I’m strictly a cattleman, but would get a royalty of one- 
I’d like to be an oilman.” eighth of each barrel of oil 
He said he is starving in from Phillips.
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Cal Poly offers myriad of 
services for students —
off-campus, at the Placement Center. 
Director Richard Equinoa said demand is 
usually high at the beginning of each 
quarter and then tapers off.
—a free tool check-out at the Craft 
Center. The tools can be used for things 
from bicycle repair to woodworking.
—the Craft Center silk-screening service, 
for posters and T-shirts.
—recreational equipment rentals at the 
Escape Route. Sign-up sheets for trips and 
sports excluding scuba diving, skydiving 
and hang-gliding are in the store in the 
University Union. The average cost for a 
weekend backpacking trip, with equip­
ment. food and transportation is $16 to 
$18.
The Activities Planning Center, room 
217 in the University Union, has a master 
calendar for major activities and h 
publishes a weekly activities schedule.
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Math prof starts petition
- p BY MAC MCDONALD
OaHyetett WfMat
The tall bearded man in the blue T-shirt 
and shorts looked more like a college 
student than a college professor.
Even the cluttered living room looked 
more like a harried college student’s than a 
college prr>f-*«or’s. Two dogs roamed 
around the root., in mild disinterest while 
their master excused himself to take care of 
a crying voice in the back room. A small 
stereo system was lightly playing classical 
music. ~ *
A few simple art objects adorned the 
bare walls. The bookshelves held books 
ranging from "The History of Art,”  to the 
“ Art of Frisbee.”  Next to the frisbee book 
were several volumes of books about 
nuclear energy.
After temporarily quieting his three- 
month-old son, Bob Wolf is ready to talk. 
And nuclear power is what Wolf likes to 
talk about.
Wolf, a mathematics professor at Cal 
Poly, has been involved in the anti-nuclear 
movement for the last two years. But more 
importantly he’s been active in the 
movement ip the last three months—ever 
since his son was born Snd the Three Mile 
Island accident occured.
“ After the Three Mile Island accident I 
decided it was time to do something at Cal 
Poly,” said the 33-year-old Massachusetts 
Institute of Technology and Stanford 
graduate. “ 1 had already been involved in 
the anti-nuclear movement in town, so I 
talked to a few people I knew and started a 
faculty petition.”
The petition in opposition to the Diablo 
Canyon nuclear power plant was hurriedly 
circulated around various campus 
departments during the last three weeks of 
Spring Quarter. Wolf and several of his 
friends managed to get over 160 signatures 
of Cal Poly instructors but were only able 
to reach about half of the more than 800 
full time teachers because of lack of time 
and resources.
“ It’s not easy to get names on a 
petition,” said Wolf. “ To just get a hold of 
12 faculty members in architecture it took 
us seven to eight hours; it’s hard to track 
down everybody.
“ We hit the departments where we either 
knew someone in the department or where 
we thought there would be good sentiment 
toward the petition.”
New in the Creamery!
570 HigueraSt.no. 19
ANTI-NUKE— Cal Poly math professor Bob Wolf cradles his young son 
as he talks about his feelings about nuclear power.
Therefore Wolf and friends missed such 
departments as Child Development and 
Agriculture and, according to Wolf, did 
not “ put out much energy” to circulate the 
petition in the engineering department 
because of its “ links to the atomic in­
dustry.”
One professor wrote a letter to the 
Telegram-Tribune wondering why he 
hadn't been approached to sign the 
petition. Wolf said he plans to call him and 
invite him to join the list J
The petition was run in the Telegram- 
Tribune, with a brief statement in op­
position to the plant followed by 160 
names. But Wolf is quick to point out that 
it doesn’t end there, that in fact his vfqrk _ 
has just begun.
“ The petition isn’t over yet, a petition is 
valid even if it is not yet complete," said 
Wolf as he got up to investigate the source 
of the crying that was again coming from 
the back room. When he returned a few 
minutes later, he held his son—wrapped in 
a bright pink towel—in his arms trying to
power
quiet him down.
“ We only hit about half the depart­
ments,” he continued as he bounced the 
baby in his arms. “ The other half we didn’t 
have time for, but we expect to get about ? 
hundred or more to sign it. that’s why we 
added ‘signed to date’ to the petition to — 
indicate that it’s an open-ended thing.”
Wolf said the petition would be cir­
culated again during Fall quarter and that 
an organization o f  concerned professors 
would more than likely become a reality. In 
fact W olfs even got a name for the group 
if it ever materializes—Cal Poly Professors 
for Public Safety.
When asked how a mathematician like 
himself got involved in the anti-nuclear 
movement and why so many engineers and 
scientists have so far shyed away from the 
petition, Wolf, by this time standing up 
and pacing around in order to quiet his 
bawling son, said, ‘We have to avoid an 
elitist attitude when it comes to hudear 
power, it’s not just the engineers and 
scientists who have to decide on an issue 
like this. Einstein once said a decision 
concerning the use of nuclear power has to 
be decided in the village square. A lot of 
people are affected by technology, not just 
scientists and engineers.”
Wolf said the issue of nuclear power 
really hit home two weeks after the Three 
Mile Island accident. He called it “ two 
mechanical errors and a dumb move” that 
almost set off a disastrous chain of events. 
His son, Aaron was born then. With both 
Wolf and his wife involved in preparations 
for the big anti-Diabk> rally in June and an 
infant son to Uke care of, things around 
the Wolf household got “ pretty crazy .”
But they managed to get things done, 
Wolf got his petition together and his wife, 
who he said is even more active in the 
movement, took care of the accomodations 
of the speakers and performers for the 
rally.
Wolf changed into a yellow anti-nuclear 
power T-shirt and combed his dissheveled 
hair for the picture-taking session. After he 
sat down he thoughtfully hefted his child 
up to eye-level and said “ I don’t want you 
to freeze in the dark...yeah, that’s why I’m 
doing aU this.”
A  long climb up S LO ’s Bishop’s Peak
CORDWAINERS
Cordwainers specialises in 
handcrafted leather . . .  
and so much more!
(continued from page 1) *
should be careful while walking around on top since poison 
oak is everywhere.
That breeze feeis greet. Poly sure looks small from  up 
here. Look at that little black bird. He sure Is having a good 
tim e riding the wind currents. Diving, baking, swooping,
FIND YOUR SPACE
end climbing. H e’s  ju st spending his afternoon cruising and 
taking in the sights. He could f ly  anywhere. What a sense of 
freedom . I  wonder i f  his wings get tired like m y legs? What a 
dive! A fter that screaming dive he landed on a thistle. I 
guess after all that flying it must fee! good to  land in a secure 
place, even i f  it is a thistle. Well, I ’d  better get going, it's 
tim e to do som e homework.
• handbags
• wallets
• belts
• backpacks
HUARACHES
Cordwainers create their own unique 
handmade huarache sandals for 
casual California wear. You must try 
them on to appreciate the feel and 
quality.
QUILTS
All the one-of-a-kind quilts come from 
a small group of creative people di­
rected by Sharon Davis, known as the 
"Artist of Fabric," who use the finest 
permanent press cotton and special 
bonded fiber fill to create lasting, 
functional, beautiful quilts.
Sanderlings by G O —SLO 
Brass Buckles & Accessories 
Dartboards & Darts from Wales
CORDWAINERS
IN THE CREAMERY • SAN LUES OBISPO
M  M U R R A Y S T  STATIO N
-where little things count a lot 
when you’re looking for a good 
place to Nve.
it  10 min. walk to campus 
it  5% interest on cleaning and security 
deposit.
hit low utilities 
^  heated swimming pool
12 6 2  Murray A ve .
San Luis Obispo, C A  93401 
(805) 541-3856
W i l & i
F d m
m
Swensen 4 411 down parlors arc warmly 
rnniniMCTU <>» a gentler perioj «># tiffany 
a njo uk Laay-Jay tans and marble-topped tables P U o p lu to  
over n r  and tingling sarsaparilla and memorable u n re a m  
Jesserts built lor t » o
728 Higuera St.
San Luis Obispo 
OPEN 11AM-11PM DAILY
4
/FULLERTON
3102 T-Squares
18” 24” 30” 36”
$3.56 $4.09 $4.91 $6.26
List $4.75 List $5.45 List $6.55 List $8.35
Discount Prices On:
i Bruning Electric Erasers 
Fairgate Rulers 
Emca Pointers 
X-Acto Knives
Technical Department
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HEWLETT Jib] PACKARD
HP31E
$44.95
List $50.00
HP32E
$62.95
List $70.00
HP33E
$80.95
List $90.00.
HP37E
$66.95
List $75.00
HP38E
$106.95
List $120.00
HP Chargers
Discount Prices On: v".
HP Thermal Paper HP Reserve Power Pac HP Program Cards HP Bateries
Calculator Department Limited Stock
Fine Line 
Lead Holders
Discount Prices On:
Drafting Lead 
Erasers ~
Drafting Pencils 
Drafting Lead Holders 
Fine Line Leads 
Drawing Sets
Discount Prices On:
Wolff’s Carbon Pencils 
Technical Pens 
Drawing Inks 
Triangles 
T-Squares 
Templates
40% off M fg. List
Technical Department Limited Stock
< . f
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Start this quarter right 
by remembering those 
important dates
Supply Department:
r*-
b
Bic Pens
Check out the various 
dorm supplies 
available at 
El Corral
5 pack
Value $1.45
Our Special Price $.75
"* 10 pack
Value $2.90
Our Special Price $1.35
Technical Department
<X
General Merchandise Department
Paperback
Bestsellers
10% off List Price
General Book Department
■KOH-I-NOOR
#3065 HRS7 Pen Set
List Price $50.25 Regular Price $37.69
Discount Prices On:
Koh-i-noor Inks 
Pelikan Inks
Koh-i-noor No.3065 Pens and Sets 
Koh-i-noor No.3076 Pens and Sets
$24.99
/ 0 |
m
Special Sale Price
Limited Stock Technical Department
Section III Pao«BMustang Daily < a<
Check Us
T e x a s  I n s t r u m e n t s
I N C O R P O R A T E D
#11.99/4
Home
$950.00
List Price $1150.00
Available approximately October 1Limited Stock
T.l. PC100C Printer
►/>... $149.95
iS g m  List $200.00
T.l. Business Card 
$31.95
List $40.00
T.l. 35 
$20.95
List $25.00
$239.95
List $300.00
Calculator Department
S'
V
Section til Page 10 1 — -  -  - —  /  " s in eiAuwaO*2l , lg 7 i^  ~ — (f ~ r T ' *■ — -  Muiteofl Belly
for Everyone
Don’t lose track of time
Westclock 
alarm clocks and 
Equity travel clocks
Now available at 25% off 
regular price
General Merchandise Departm ent
4
The Dictionary
General Book Department
3 for you... 
when you pay for 2
KODAK Color Enlargements 
for Someone
Receive a third enlargement FREE when you 
order two 8 x 1 0  KODAK 
Color Enlargements 
from color slides 
KODACOLOR Neg­
atives or color 
prints from an 
instant or conven­
tional camera But 
hurfy. this offer
expires October 3( i _ ____ _
1979 Stop in today I_ ~ r
for complete details Photo Department
the right 
school supplies 
are essential
Keep your facts and 
figures straight
available at discountprices
Supply Department
Shop in the true spirit of San Luis Obispo. Choose from  ou 
many items qf quality groceries. H ighlight your meals with
our gourmet wines, appetizers and desserts. Then, on your
way out order your favorite sandwich made with delicious
meats and cheese and proposed by friendly faces.
\  870 Monterey S .L .0 .543-0800 A
M U ' Z I O
C ( CLASSIFIED ADS sure
BUY— SELL—  TRADE 
NEED A SERVICE?
HAVE A SERVICE TO  OFFER?
TRY THE CLASSIFIEDS
Commercial Accounts Welcome-Student 
Discount Offered
M USTANG DAILY offices-Graphics 225
I (  I N ]  A D , S
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Disabled students finding fewer physical barriers
Poly basically i *
BY JILL HENDRICKSON
• 0*«y SUM WiMar
Ralph Council chose to 
come to Cal Poly because the 
campus is small and cen­
tralized.
Easy access means a lot to 
the 26-^ear old journalism 
junior because he has to 
memorize every route he 
takes to class. Council is 
blind.
"1 would say it's easier, 
than most campuses,” he 
says. “ The buildings are 
closer to each other.”
Council is one of about 
250 permanently and tem­
porarily disabled students 
who benefit annually from 
.the Disabled Students* 
Services, says Department 
Secretary Harriet Clendenen.
The wide range o f 
assistance offered includes 
special equipment, such as 
braillers made for blind 
students, notetakers for deaf 
students, on-campus' tram 
transportation, tutoring and 
academic counseling.
Some '  students, such as 
Van Romine, a 16-year old 
chemistry freshman, also use 
the Disabled Students 
Services as a place “ to chew 
the fat”  and store books. He
often drops in just to talk 
when he has a break.
Romine, a quadruple 
amputee, says accessibility 
was not a big consideration 
when he chose to come to 
Poly, since he has no trouble 
getting around in his electric 
wheelchair. But he agrees 
there are few barriers to 
disabled students at Poly.
“This is a pretty good 
campus,” he says. ‘It’s 
accessible. You can get to 
most of the classes.”
The only obstacles Romine 
cannot tackle are faculty 
offices located in trailers, 
and the second floor of the 
men’s gym, which has no 
elevator.
As a chemistry major, 
Romine also finds labs a 
problem. The- labs were 
designed for students to 
stand while they work on 
experiments, and a lot of 
equipment is out of his reach.
He jokes that he over­
comes the setback by making 
a deal with his lab partner.
“ 1 do the hard stuff, and 
he does the manual labor,” 
he says. „ ’■
Clendenen points out that 
special lab units for people 
confined to wheelchairs are
on the market, but Cal Poly 
has not bought any yet. 
Aside from lab situations, 
when disabled students enroll 
in lecture classes that ire  
difficult to get to, * the 
Disabled Students Services 
arranges to have the 
classroom changed, she says.
New accessibility projects ~  
offered at Cal Poly include a 
ramp to the bonding alley 
and several electric doors at 
the entrances of both the 
University Union and the 
Disabled Students Services.
Fifty-five new curb cutsr- 
s lo p e s  t h a t  e n a b le  
wheelchairs i to get on the 
sidewalk—were completed 
during spring quarter break. 
Plans to modify 35 campus 
restrooms are now un­
derway.
However, material aids are 
only a part of the support 
disabled students find at Cal 
Poly.
“ The people are very 
friendly and open towards * 
disabled students,”  says 
Counqk “ That in itself 
makes a lot of difference. 
When you’ve got people who 
want to help you, it gives you 
an incentive.”
THE OLD WELCOMES 
THE NEW
*f '  , * t —  - iT — — i— 1 -  ■ - —  • , *•*- *
A LITTLE HELP— Poly student Ralph Council works with a friend to get 
the motor of his remote-control plane running. Council is one of 250 
students here who have benefited by Poly’s Disabled Student Services.
waste into 
subject of student
(continued from page 3)
quantum jump,” Petrie says.
The latest technological 
breakthrough has been the 
discovery that during the 
conversion process, an in­
crease of temperature from 
95 F to 125 F increases ef­
ficiency 300 percent, Petrie 
says.
When plugged into the 
energy equation of feed, 
waste, energy to feed, this 
means a cost reduction of 
two-thirds, he estimates. He 
says researchers have also 
come up with streamlined 
conversion methods that cut 
down on the amount of 
equipment and space needed.
“ Think what that means in 
terms of real estate,” Petrie 
says.
.  Although Petrie's work 
focuses on swine, he keeps an 
eye out for methane con­
version developments in 
poultry, cattle and dairy 
sciences.
The whole concept of 
converting animal waste into 
useful energy forms crosses 
departmental lines of animal
science, soil science and 
engineering, Petrie says, 
“ The raw materials on 
campus are extensive enough 
to satisfy all the (energy) 
needs of the campus."
Petrie maintains con-
energy
project
verting  the expensive 
nuisance into a positive and 
profitable energy asset would 
clean the air and reduce the 
stench that lingers about 
some areas of Cal Poly.
Petrie expects to wrap up 
his swine waste conversion 
project in two or three 
months. He says he an­
ticipates the knowledge he 
has obtained could lead to a 
techno log ica l advisory  
position when he graduates.
“ If I can make a com­
pendium of literature for 
others’ use, I’U be happy, he 
says. “ The more people that 
get interested in this, the 
better off for everyone.”
M y »  
the Hist day 
of the rest 
of your
Give
Mood,
so it can 
5©  the 
fhstdflv
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HIGH TIM ES— The crowd gets up off Its feet to cheer Gov. Brown's 
statement that he would do everything he could to see that the Diablo 
Canyon nuclear power plant will be denied a license by the Nuclear 
Regulatory Commission.
COWBOY— Author of the “Pentagon Papers" Daniel Ellsberg talked to antl- 
nuke supporters and got a good reaction.
SURPRISE— Gov. Brown made an unexpected 
appearance and thrilled the audience by his 
strong stand against Diablo Canyon.
Photos
by
Ray Acevedo 
Seanna Browder 
Hamby
HEADING HOME 
after a long day of and music. The exits,
. k ■ y  * yM.«
r'Y- ) 7c:: y Vvo** » r
from the rally were blocked for hours after the 
event.
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HAPPY FACE— There were many activities other 
than speakers and singers at the rally. Above an
artist paints the face of a young friend.
The Brown and Browne show
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W ATCHFUL EYES— The rally attracted people 
from all over the country, Including this man who 
said he hitchhiked from Florida. “Doc", who 
wouldn’t give h|s full name, surveys the crowd 
while Albert Einstein looms In the background.
D«Hy Stott Wrttot
Gov. Jerry Brown told a crowd of over 30,000 cheering 
anti-nuclear protesters gathered at Camp San Luis this past 
June that he would do everything in his power to prevent the 
licensing of the Diablo Canyon nuclear power plant.
».Brown told the massive throng, perhaps the largest 
gathering San Luis Obispo county has ever, seen, that he 
would “ pursue every avenue of appeal if the Nuclear 
Regulatory Commission ignores the wiU of this community.”
The NRC is presently reviewing the licensing of the Diablo 
Canyon plant which has become the focal point of a growing 
state and nationwide ant-nuclear movement. In question is the 
safety of the almost completed Pacific Gas and Electric plant 
located just a few miles from an offshore earthquake fault.
Brown, whose appearance on stage brought the crowd to its 
feet cheering and applauding, had previously asked the NRC 
to delay licensing of the plant until several safety issues had 
been satisfactorily resolved. This appearance however marked 
the first time that the governor had come out in direct op­
position to the S1.6 billion plant near Port San Luis. .
However before Brown was allowed to appear on stage for 
his brief speech he had to assure a five member “ rally 
collective”  from the Abalone Alliance that he would in fact 
do everything he could to prevent the plant from operating. 
Brown told a backstage news conference prior to his speech 
that he had to negotiate his appearance but declined to say 
what compromises, if any, were made. The Abalone Alliance, 
a coalition of over 30 anti-nuclear groups in California, 
organized and financed the huge rally held on the O’Sullivan 
Airfield next to Cuesta College.
The rally itself, which was dubbed a “ Legal Rally and 
Alternative Energy Fair.” was a festive and peaceful affair. 
Anti-nuclear signs, banners, buttons, hats, T-shirts and 
bumper stickers in a wild array of colors were seen all over the 
rally site. Hundreds of "monitors” trained in non-violent
crowd control techniques kept the people under control by 
keeping aisles open, discouraging alcohol and drug taking and 
providing first aid and general information.
Rally-goers came from several miles to several thousands of 
miles away to hear anti-nuclear speakers and entertainers, 
stop at various food and information booths and to watch 
forms of alternative energy in action at the adjoining energy 
fair or just to listen to music and soak up the sun’s ra?S oh a 
sunny but slightly windy day.
Besides Brown, performers such as Jackson Browne, 
Graham Nash, Peter Yarrow, Jesse Colin Young and Bonnie 
Raitt, actors Mike Farrell (from M.A.S.H.) and Max Gail 
(from “ Barney Miller” ), activist Daniel Ellsbcrg and scientist 
John Gofman (who helped isolate plutonium for the 
Manhattan Project) joined other entertainers and speakers in 
denouncing nuclear power and supporting alternative sources 
of energy during the six hour-long rally.
The rally was virtually free of any major problems or in­
cidents. There were no arrests, about a dozen people were 
cited for minor traffic violations and only one item was 
reported stolen—a camera from an unlocked car. The only 
problem seemed to be the lines at both the portable toilats and 
at the entrances and exits to and from the rally site.
By late afternoon, as the rally was winding down, the mass 
exodus of people created a tremendous traffic jam that tied up 
traffic the entire six miles from San Luis Obispo to Cuesta 
CoDege.
By 9 p.m. the grounds were all but deserted, only the workers 
dismantling the stage and alternative energy fair remained. 
The grounds were left almost spotless. Most of the trash had 
been hauled out by the rally-goers themselves with relatively 
little left for the Abalone Alliance clean-up crews. By Sunday 
morning there were few signs to indicate that over 30,000 
people had come and gone just several hours earlier from the 
largest rally that the county had ever witnessed.
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NO NUKES— Singer Jackson Browne was one of 
many performers who spoke and entertained the 
large crowd at Camp San Luis.
TEACH  YOUR C H ILD R EN -G ra ham  Nash, a 
strong supporter of the Save the Whales 
movement, also showed up at the rally. >•>
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ROCKIN’— Elvin Bishop picks and struts across stage. His band has 
undergone a change since his nationwide hit “fooled around and fell in
love.” Bishop said ohe of the reasons he changed his band was so that 
he could sing more often.
Review
Elvin Bishop rocks, rolls Pismo into ‘Hog Heaven’
BY JIM HENDRY
Two youth* about 16 yean old, preeaed their facet against 
the dirty glass doors of the Central Coast Theater in Pismo 
Beach in mid-July and tried to focus on what was going on 
inside.
As the crowd pushed them closer to the doors, the tall 
Coon they were each carrying smashed against their shins 
squirting beer on both their faces and the doon. Red-faced 
and struggling against the weight of the crowd, the youths 
soon realized being at the head of a concert line does have its 
costs. Especially in front of an Elvin Bishop crowd.
Backstage, Elvin Bishop sat slumped on a couch in a small 
tobacco-fogged room between shows and eyed me wearily as 
his road manager told him I was here for an interview.
Escorted into a smaller room which are also shared with a 
keg of beer, Bishop answered my questions both bluntly and 
evasively between long drags off his cigarette.
“ Yeah, thoee arc my pigs. I raise chickens too, with a big 
garden and everything.” Bishop says answering a question 
about the picture op the cover of his latest album, “Hog 
Heaven.”
Does he raise them for fairs or a commercial
-.> “Nope, just pork chops," he says smiling like a crafty 
hayseed who's just pulled one over on a city-slicker.
Who did Elvin Bishop listen to when he was trowing up?
“ I didn’t listen to my mom, I didn’t listen to my old lady, 
I didn’t listen to the principal in school, I didn’t listen to any 
of those m----f------,” he says deadpanning.
How did he first bcome involved with rock V  roll?
__ “I heard it on the radio and fell in love srith it and started
doin’ it.
Bishop explained his roots were in the southern gospel 
tradition srith an emphasis on the Muss.
“ I just sit dosra and after a while I get a real strong reelin' 
and sometimes it comes out in a song. I don’t think about it, 
1 just feel it and it’s there.”
Bishop’s latest album, "Hog Heaven” features him 
taking over all the singing chores from former lead singer 
Mickey Thomas (now srith the Jefferson Starship). Bishop 
explained that the split was inevitable.
“I asked him to leave, it sras getting too crosvded. He 
wanted to sing more and I wanted to ting more, so 
somethin’ obviously had to give. So it was better to go our 
separate srays...a very amiable part.”
What does he like to do when he’s not on the road?
“Stay in ooe place...No, really, 1 go flshin’, I raise a 
garden, raise my pigs, play srith my baby daughter, argue 
srith mama. I like to cook.”
A few minutes later. Bishop and his band roar out on 
stage delivering his characteristic rough and rowdy, good­
time musk to an appreciative packed Pisano theater.
Stressing songs from his latest album, many old favorites 
were mining from Bishop’s show. But nobody seemed to 
notice as most of the crosrd sras up and dancing anyway.
The smallness of the Central Coast Theater once again 
proved to be a great benefit to both the sound and visual 
impact of the coocert.
I’m convinced Elvin Bishop is one good ole boy who 
knosrs how to boogie.
Course looks at society through media
Welcome Back 
Cal Poly
In an educational fust for 
the nation, students will be 
able to earn college credit for 
watching television and 
reading newspaper editorials.
“ Connections: Technolo­
gy and Change," will present 
s o c i e t y ’s l o v e - h a t e  
relationship srith technology.
according to an in
formatkmaJ brochure?
Cal Poly Extension is 
sponsoring the course, which 
was offered to the program 
from Courses by Newspaper, 
a Los Angeles-based .com­
pany creating newspaper 
courses since 1973. Course 
fee for three units is S73.
Newspaper articles printed
in Wednesday editions of the 
Five Cities Times-Press 
Recorder starting Sept. 26, 
will explore society’s am­
bivalence toward change, the 
ethical dilemnas it creates 
and the impact of these 
changes  on poli t ics ,  
economics,  jobs and 
lifestyles.
The related television 
series, to be aired on KQED 
and KCET starting Sunday, 
Sept. 30, will present author- 
narrator James Burke. His 
view of the logic, genius and 
chance that lead to eight 
modern inventions, including 
the atom bomb, the com­
puter and the production line 
will be broadcasted.
Cal Poly ins t ructor  
Stanislaus Dundon will act as 
instructor-coordinator for 
the course. He said people 
could learn from the series 
without signing up for the 
course, but required reading 
materials would help tie the 
mixed media presentation 
together.
Dundon said he had taught 
courses by newspaper before 
but television had never been 
a part of the program. He 
said his worry about the 
television addition resulted 
because there is no way to 
review the shows before 
There is no substitute 
for books and articles that 
can be reread or underlined.
H
__
__
__
_
Poly Canyon
# Theatre
Firohouoo
Health Conlor
Library
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CHEAP TRANSPORTATION!!
(Over 100 miles to the gallon)
YAM AHOPPER $399*
’%. j j j u - • : ** ’
The Yamahopper is not only SAFE and FUN, it has great acceleration and very low . 
maintenance. Turn Signals — Electronic Ignition — Shaft Drive. We’ll even teach you how to 
ride -  FREE!
*piua tax, license S destination charge
Y A M A H A
of SAN LUIS OBISPO
1357 MONTIRIY STRUT 805/543-6723
7 9 e , i , t
8 » 8  list
Wind and Fir»
S U P ER  C H E A PWelcome Back
H EA R T  M a g a zin e  !
JO N A T H A N  RICHMOND A MODERN LO V ER S  
Rock n '  R o l l  w i t h . . .
S T I L L S  A YOUNG BAND L o n g  May Y o u  Run 
COMMOOORES G r e a t e s t  H i t s  '7 8  
C R O S B Y , S T I L L S  A NASH " C S N *
E M E R S O N , L A K E  A PA LM ER Works V o l .  2 
FR A M P T O N , P E T E R  I 'm  In  Yo u  
G E I L S ,  J -B A N D  M onkey I s l a n d  
G E N E S IS  Th en  T h e r e  Were T h re e  
U J C - P O N T Y , J E A N  E n i g m a t i c  Ocean  
N E W T O N -JO H N , O L I V I A  T o t a l l y  H o t
Cheap Thrills Record Crates $1.89
__ -  3 for $5.00
(Super pek -  bu, 
get on* FREE!)
$ 3 . 7 7  E M E R S O N , L A K E  A P A LM ER  L o v e  Beach
$ 2 .8 3  ROY BUCHANAN Y o u 'r e  N o t  A lo n e  
$ 3 .7 9  V . A .  H O T E L S , M O T ELS  AND ROAD 
SHOWS L i v e
$ 2 .3 6  U . K ..................... * ’
$ 1 .8 9  S E A  L E V E L  C a ts  On T h e  C o a s t 
$ 2 .8 3  A M ER IC A  H id e a w a y  
$ 2 .3 6  C IT Y  BOY Bopk E a r l y  
$ 3 .7 7  T EN  CC L i v e  and L e t  L i v e  (D B L )
$ 2 .8 3  M ARSHAL TUC KER G r e a te s  H i t s
P LU S  A  THOUSAND MORE S E L E C T IO N S  E V E N  C H EA P ER  1
Cheap n 
Throws go 
(frisbees) ’
Plus Free Calendars & Catalogs
maxellL i s t  YOURP r ic e  COST
AD-C90 C a s s e tte s UOXL I  C -90 3 pai
(B uy 3 and yo u  g e t  a 
12 u n i t  c a s s e t te
PROFESSIONAL I  C -90 6 p
(B uy  6 and y o u  g e t a 
M u s ic  Box FREE!1
STUOIO I C -90  5 p
(B uy S and g e t  a $ 9 .9 5  
v a lu e  c a s s e t te  c a r r y in g  
case  f o r  y o u r  c a r  FREE!)
A d d 'n 'S ta c k  s to ra g e  box FREE!)
SA-C90 C a s s e tte s  
(B uy 4 and you  g e t  a C P -15 
s ta c k a b le  s to ra g e  box FREE!)
s to re g e  box FREE!)
12 u n i t  c a s s e t te
0 8T -45 s to ra g e  b o x  FREE!)
CHECK OUT OUR EVERYDAY LON PRICES!
CHECK OUT OUR EVERYDAY LON PRICES! 
SA C-60
(S u p e r A v l ly n )  C-90
PERFORMANCE C -60 
PERFORMANCE C -90  
STUOIO I I  C -90  
STUOIO 8T -9 0  
PERFORMANCE 8 T -9 0U l t r a  Dynam ic(Audua)
SPECIAL BUDOET CATALOO LI8TIN 0 OVER 10.000 SELECTIONSMnBMJiw«AWT.» rauomraxi _
BEST SERVICE ON SPECIAL ORDERS FOR A N YTH IN O  IN OR OUT OF PRINT
V tB D  LPs & Z A m S  — BOUOXT. K L D >  THAI
ROCK • JA ZZ • SOUL • IMPORTS • OUT OF PRINT
BASF ^TD K • MEMOREX • SCOTCH • M AXELL • CAPIT01
1571 Broadway. Santa Maria 879JHigiKira^anLAusJ3bisp(^690^E^Cam^
M E M Q R e v
MOST COMPLETE SELECTION of BLANK TAPES 
AT THE LOWEST PRICES ON THE CENTRAL COAST
